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McDonald’s has been thinking and acting green for over thirty years. Not 
just because it’s the right thing to do, but because it’s the right thing to do 
for our business. Put simply, continuously improving our environmental 
performance makes us a stronger brand and a more sustainable company. 
Like any global organization, we utilize our share of resources, and we 
understand that this doesn’t come free. Being a good global citizen means 
helping to sustain the earth and the bounty it provides. For McDonald’s, 
this is a multi-faceted effort that stretches from our supply chain to our 
restaurants. It requires the efforts of all three legs of our three-legged 
stool – our franchisees, our suppliers and our employees – to seek and 
develop tangible business solutions that minimize our environmental 
impacts and contribute positively to the growth of the company. The 
best practices outlined in this book highlight the progress we are 
making on multiple fronts. We’re working to reduce the energy use in our 
restaurants and striving to decrease the impacts of our packaging with 
new designs and a greater use of recycled materials. We’re working with 
our suppliers and respected NGOs, like Conservation International, to 
foster sustainable agriculture and fisheries around the world. We’ve even 
collaborated with Greenpeace to develop and maintain a moratorium on 
using Amazon Rainforest land for soybean production.There’s much more 
we’re doing and plan to do. But the key takeaway here is that when you 
become a global brand, you enter into the global community, and we’re 
committed to using our size and scope to make a difference in the world. 

 
Jim Skinner
Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

At McDonald’s, continuous improvement is everything. Setting priorities, 
maintaining a disciplined approach, and executing for maximum impact 
are critical to our success.

This includes finding ways to be more efficient in our business operations 
and reducing our overall costs and operating expenses. At the same time, 
we have a long history as an environmentally responsible company, and we 
plan on continuing that tradition into the future. The following global Best of 
Green case studies illustrate that these are not mutually exclusive efforts.

Reducing energy and waste impacts – and improving supplier efficiencies 
– both contribute positively to our bottom line, and it’s clear that 
sustainability is of rising concern to consumers. We also know that we 
always have to make practical decisions that make sense for our business.

As a global company, we operate in a wide and varied range of business 
environments. Some McDonald’s markets are further along on the path 
in their environmental innovations than others. This is natural, and in 
the long run, helps us leverage the great strengths of the McDonald’s 
system – continuous innovation, sharing best practices to build a better 
company, and focusing on the issues that matter most to our business, 
our customers and the communities in which we do business.

The best practices in this publication really shine a light on the great 
advances that are happening across the McDonald’s system. It identifies 
solutions that work, and shares those ideas with other markets to build on 
and implement where they make sense.

To those who already contributed your talent and hard work to these 
efforts, thank you. I know we will continue to build on the great work that 
is already under way. 

 
Don Thompson
President & Chief Operating Officer

The besT pracTices in This publicaTion really shine a lighT on The 
greaT advances ThaT are happening across The Mcdonald’s sysTeM.

iMproving our environMenTal perforMance is noT only The righT 
Thing To do, iT’s The righT Thing To do for our business.
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mcdonald’s global  
environmental council

At McDonald’s, we know that “success breeds success” 
and through the sharing of innovative best practices 
such as these, we hope you are able to leverage these 
activities and use them as a catalyst for similar 
improvements in your markets. This “Best of Green” 
highlights environmental best practice innovations 
in a wide spectrum of areas with tangible impacts 
for our business and our brand: These environmental 
innovations, taking shape at multiple levels throughout 
the McDonald’s System, illustrate that positive change 
can originate from anywhere and that we all have a role 
to play in improving our environmental performance. 
We will continue to update this “Best of Green” e-book 
as new practices become available, highlighting 
initiatives and innovations that offer us “double green” 
opportunities – efficiency improvement and cost 
reductions that also reduce our impact on  
the environment. 
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energy
To maximize opportunities for operational efficiency and minimize environmental impacts in our 
restaurants, addressing the issue of energy is a key priority. This means adopting best practices, 
investing in energy saving equipment and exploring options for the utilization of renewable sources.

a collective commitment towards  
clean energy

Jan Snauwaert
Equipment Manager, McDonald’s Belgium

opportunity: In 2000, McDonald’s Belgium decided to set a goal of 
reducing its restaurants’ energy costs by 10 percent by 2008. Today, the 
initial objective has been improved by striving to source energy from 
renewable resources only.

solution: Since 2007, McDonald’s Belgium has gathered the participants 
in its network around a collective goal to reach environmental targets 
while optimizing costs. By choosing a single energy supplier for all its 
restaurants, McDonald’s Belgium achieves its dual objective: ensuring 
that all energy used comes from renewable resources at no extra cost.

results: McDonald’s Belgium enabled its restaurants to save 20  
percent on their energy bills and contribute to promote renewable  
energy sources.

let’s get dense

David Kirby
Manager Restaurant Innovation, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity: As our menu has continued to expand with increased 
product offerings, our restaurants need more capacity in the kitchen to 
keep our products hot. This has led to increased food prep line length 
and affected our ability to deliver hot, quality food quickly. Since there is 
limited space in the kitchen, larger-sized equipment is not the solution. 
This situation presented the opportunity to deliver a hot holding cabinet 
that is basically the same size as the earlier version, but offers increased 
capacity to hold more product. 

solution: The High Density Universal Holding Cabinet (HD UHC) 
provides a 50 percent increase in hot holding capacity and is similarly 
sized to the current holding cabinet. The HD UHC also uses existing UHC 
trays, so new trays do not need to be produced and purchased. The HD 
UHC eliminates the need for an external programming device via easy-
to-use onboard programming. In addition, the HD UHC allows crew to turn 
off unused rows within the cabinet to reduce energy consumption. 

results:The HD UHC provides 6 rows / 18 tray positions of hot holding 
capacity while delivering an energy savings of 30 percent per row 
compared to the current holding cabinet. 
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more efficient french fries

Gladys Terman
Director Worldwide Equipment Systems, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity: The challenge presented to our global equipment suppliers 
when designing the next fryer for our restaurants was to develop 
equipment that provides us with better-tasting food while improving 
crew efficiency. We also needed to use less cooking oil and energy.

solution: The Low Oil Volume Fryer (LOV) is our next-generation fryer. 
LOV improves cooking efficiency, simplifies filtering and cleaning, and 
provides enhanced environmental benefits. It uses approximately 4 
percent less energy than standard fryers. It also reduces packaging waste 
for markets using “jug-in-box” oil delivery and results in less oil to be 
disposed of for recycling or rendering.

results:The LOV’s innovative design allows restaurants to cook the 
same amount of product with approximately 40 percent less oil. It uses 
approximately 4 percent less energy than standard fryers. After the 
completion of successful tests, both electric and gas versions of this 
fryer are now in use and available for our restaurants worldwide.

email for you

Peter Schroeder
Environment Consultant, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: How to control your electricity consumption? The first 
step is to know when you are using electricity. In the UK, that’s where Sie-
Smart comes in.

solution: Together with the company’s electricity meter operator 
Siemens, McDonald’s UK developed an energy management website. 
Since April 2009, the Siemens Sie-Smart website automatically emails 
daily electricity consumption graphs to each restaurant by midday of 
the next day. Managers have been trained how to spot and resolve the 
opportunities that may be available, such as high overnight consumption 
and incorrect equipment fire-up times.

results: This tool is part of a range of measures that have enabled the 
UK to achieve significant underlying electrical consumption reductions.

reducing energy use = reduced costs for 
mcdonald’s china

Doni Ma
Energy Team Leader, McDonald’s China

opportunity:Utilities are a major expense for restaurant operations. 
As a responsible company, McDonald’s China takes the environmental 
seriously and puts energy management high among key priorities. In 
2009, the company set a goal of reducing utility costs by 5% compared 
with 2008.

solution: To enhance energy efficiency in the restaurants, we optimized 
our HVAC and lighting systems, invested in more energy-efficient 
equipment, standardized maintenance and auditing protocols and 
adjusted restaurant energy usage based on “time of use” energy costs. 
In addition, the use of Energy Zoning and 3M Solar Film were key new 
energy management measures in 2009 that helped reduce heat loads 
and energy consumption, while also resulting in an improved customer 
experience for consumers.

results: Initially, a 5% reduction in energy costs seemed like an 
aggressive target, but through high efficient energy management 
measures, strategic support from McDonald’s Global and other 
McDonald’s markets, and the hard work of the Energy Team, McDonald’s 
China beat its objective and successfully lowered the average utility 
expense per store, per month by 8.73% by the end of 2009.
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using renewable energy in brazil

Lucio Mocsanyi
Communications Director, McDonald’s Brazil

opportunity: In every region or market where the company operates, 
Arcos Dorados (McDonald’s developmental licensee in Latin America) 
continuously works to improve environmental performance by recycling 
nonperishable materials and efficiently using natural resources. These 
objectives drive our long-term results and contribute to positive financial 
performance.

solution: At the restaurant level, the company focuses on new ways to 
increase energy efficiency in restaurants in order to generate savings 
and reductions in environmental impacts. Efficiency and innovation go 
hand-in- hand. When electricity is conserved, companies spend less and 
save more. 

results: In May 2008, the company started testing a turbine in the 
Fortaleza restaurant to produce wind power to be used in restaurants, 
generating up to 1.8 KW. Photovoltaic sheets were also installed in the 
restaurant’s roof to capture solar energy and turn it into electric energy. 
The energy, in turn, is used to power external light posts and to heat 
water in showers and faucets.

great lighting for less

Birgit Hoefler-Schwarz
Environmental Specialist, McDonald’s Germany

opportunity: For restaurants, lighting represents a significant cost  
and consumption savings opportunity. McDonald’s Germany developed 
new lighting systems for its restaurants’ kitchens together with Trilux,  
a supplier of lighting systems.

solution: Forty-six McDonald’s restaurants in Hamburg were the 
first to equip their kitchens with a new generation of low-consumption 
fluorescent lighting. Since 2007, this lighting system has been 
implemented as standard in all German McDonald’s restaurants.

results: On average, the Trilux lights improve energy consumption. 
Adjusting ventilation systems’ lighting consumes 45 percent less energy 
than conventional lighting. The payback period is three to four years. With 
the energy savings achieved, the McDonald’s restaurants in Hamburg 
greatly contributed to make McDonald’s Europe winner of the EU 
Greenlight Award 2005.

good choice

Petra Dahlman
Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Sweden

opportunity: McDonald’s Sweden buys green to reduce the 
environmental impact of energy consumption and support the 
development of sustainable energy sources.

solution: McDonald’s Sweden only consumes Green Electricity labelled 
by the Swedish NGO Naturskyddsföreningen (Swedish Society for 
Nature Conservation). The label system called “Bra Miljöval” (“Good 
environmental choice”) stands for sustainable electricity that is hydro- 
and wind-based.

results: The NGO’s logo is shown on trayliners, highlighting McDonald’s 
decision to buy green electricity so that McDonald’s Sweden can inform 
its guests and engage with them.

new

new
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factoring in efficient energy use in  
the restaurants

Duncan Mckay
National Sustainability & Real Estate Manager, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity: McDonald’s Australia has undertaken some innovative 
ways to reduce the amount of energy lost through normal equipment use.

solution: McDonald’s Australia is currently in the process of installing 
Power Factor Correction (PFC) equipment into a selection of new and 
existing restaurants. The PFC equipment reduces transmission losses and 
ensures that every kilowatt of energy consumed produces useful work.

resultsPFC equipment has been installed in 15 company-owned 
restaurants and is expected to be installed in an additional 13 company-
owned restaurants in 2010. We are assessing the payback period for 
licensee restaurants and will then make it available as an option for 
franchisees in the near future. Average energy demand in the restaurants 
employing this technology has decreased as a result of this equipment, 
with per restaurant savings of $1,800-$2,400 per year. 

smart calculator

Peter Schroeder
Environment Consultant, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: McDonald’s UK aims to have four energy-saving 
technologies installed in every restaurant throughout the market.

solution: In addition to the Energy Savings Booklet, which gives 
franchisees initial information about energy-saving technologies, 
McDonald’s UK now also offers a ‘best return’ calculator to help 
franchisees establish what technologies they should invest in by 
calculating their return on investment (ROI).

results: The energy saving booklet and ROI calculator helped motivate 
more than 90 percent of franchisees to sign up and contributed to 
reductions in underlying electricity consumption.

fired up about energy savings

Steve Depalo
Director of Energy, McDonald’s USA

opportunity: Following an equipment fire-up schedule in the 
restaurants is a great way to reduce electrical demand during peak  
times and control overall gas and electric use. 

solution: McDonald’s USA developed the restaurant equipment 
Fire-Up Tool, a computer program that has become a widely accepted 
energy efficiency tool in U.S. restaurants. Based on restaurant-specific 
equipment and operating hours, this tool identifies the optimum times to 
turn kitchen equipment on or off. It also helps managers and crew follow 
the recommended schedule. The fire-up tool also revives McDonald’s 
traditional lighting dot system, providing color-coded dots for lighting 
circuit breakers, which offers a simple way for crew and managers to 
ensure lighting efficiency in the restaurant. Additional print materials, 
including equipment labels, are available to guide crew actions on a 
continuous basis. 

results: Through the consistent use of the fire-up schedule and 
associated tools, the average restaurant can save approximately $1,500 
per year. The fire-up tool includes the flexibility to provide 24-hour 
locations with the ability to have multiple on/off times and a simple 
method to add new pieces of equipment to the software.

new

new
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information and inspiration through  
innovative software

DelphineSmagghe
Environment and Sustainability Director, McDonald’s France

opportunity: McDonald’s France has worked to achieve a major goal: 
reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 2010. Representing 26 percent 
of the carbon footprint, energy consumption is the main source of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the strategy’s principal focus.

solution: In 2006, McDonald’s France designed an interactive software, 
called EcoProgress. Accessible from the company’s Intranet, this tool 
enables each restaurant to:

Learn about the key stakes related to energy (as well as other 
environmental topics)

Record its monthly energy consumption and compare it to other 
similar restaurants

Benefit from specific advice and improvement tools, such as 
audit tools, a best-practices guide and an ignition plan for cooking 
equipment that suits each restaurant’s individual characteristics.

Thanks to this easy-to-use tool to manage fundamental data, users can 
improve their environmental practices.

results: During its first year, this software registered more than 250 
users and 3300 connections, leading to the design of 400 ignition plans 
for kitchen equipment. The 10 restaurants that are the heaviest users of 
EcoProgress reduced their electricity consumption by 11 percent in just 
a few months. A review of this tool is currently underway in Germany to 
examine further European roll-out.

identifying top energy opportunities

Steve Depalo
Director of Energy, McDonald’s USA

opportunity: Conserving energy is not just the right thing to do from  
an environmental perspective, it’s a significant opportunity to reduce 
direct operating costs in the restaurants.

solution: McDonald’s USA’s Restaurant Energy Survey is a restaurant 
operations tool that quickly focuses restaurant managers and crew on 
the greatest opportunities to save utility costs, resulting in net benefits 
for the bottom line. This paper-based survey allows restaurant managers 
to quickly look at energy use in the restaurant - from the roof all the way 
to the interior of the kitchen - and identify the key areas of opportunity 
throughout. Restaurant managers conduct the survey, which is weighted 
based on known savings opportunities, with the goal of identifying 
possibilities for additional ways to improve energy efficiency and reduce 
operational costs.

results: McDonald’s restaurants in the U.S. have experienced savings  
of up to $3,000-$6,000 per year by using the energy survey to identify, 
and act upon, additional energy saving opportunities.

“Today, thanks to ecoprogress, we can follow  
our monthly consumption of energy and compare the 
results of all the restaurants we manage. we are working 
on a program for switching on cooking equipment for 
each restaurant that can be quickly modified to suit the 
season. the modification takes no more than 10 minutes. 
ecoprogress also offers us a way to raise our team’s 
awareness of good environmental habits. this valuable 
tool proves to be an excellent way to have an overview 
of good environmental practices that we previously 
lacked.”

mohamed bicheri 
restaurant development director tours (france)
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McDonald’s USA was named an ENERGY STAR  
Partner of the Year in 2007 by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency for its energy reduction efforts.

smart ways to optimise energy use

Mats Hornellas
Development Director, McDonald’s Sweden

opportunity: Regulating kitchen equipment performance can improve 
energy consumption. Adjusting ventilation systems’ power according to 
client traffic, for example, saves energy.

solution: In 2004, 24 McDonald’s restaurants in Sweden started 
coupling CO2 detectors with ventilation systems to assess client traffic 
density. When few customers are present in the restaurant, the ventilator 
switches to a lower speed, consuming less energy than during rush  
hours. This ensures customer and staff comfort while saving energy.  
The detector is now installed in approx. 65 stores.

results: On average, the detector-equipped restaurants marked 
a 15 percent drop in energy consumption. They achieved a return on 
investment in slightly more than one year.

leading the way toward a greener future

Steve Depalo
Director of Energy, McDonald’s USA

opportunity: As a way to share energy best practices across the 
McDonald’s System, McDonald’s USA recognizes Energy All-Stars—
restaurant managers, company employees and Owner/Operators whose 
focus on proper maintenance, education and energy conservation provide 
leading examples for other restaurant managers to follow.

solution: Since 2005, Energy All-Stars have been nominated by 
their Owner/Operators or McDonald’s Company Operated Restaurant 
(McOpCo) Supervisors or representatives based on their use of 
restaurant energy tools and applications. In addition to having their 
profiles and practices shared throughout the company, top restaurant 
managers in each of the three major U.S. divisions receive a $500 award 
for their performance.

results: The Energy All-Stars program is just one way that McDonald’s 
USA was able to achieve 3.75 percent reduction in restaurant energy use 
in our company-owned restaurants, and named an ENERGY STAR Partner 
of the Year in 2007 by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Through 
sharing best practices, restaurant managers are able to improve the 
efficiency of their restaurants and reduce their environmental impact.
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packaging
For almost twenty years, McDonald’s has been striving to continuously improve the environmental 
performance of its packaging. Through innovations in packaging design, enhancements in sustainable 
sourcing for our paper-based packaging and the use of recycled materials, significant improvements  
have been achieved.

better napkins and bags for better  
environmental performance

Jeffrey Fitzpatrick-Stilwell
Manager of Environmental Affairs & Government Relations,  
McDonald’s Canada

Wayne Niezen
Senior Director, HAVI Global Solutions, Canadian Procurement

opportunity: Little changes can have big impacts. McDonald’s Canada 
continues to seek ways to enhance both environmental performance and 
brand trust. With more than 85 percent  of packaging being fiber based, 
we routinely look for opportunities to improve the environmental and 
operational impacts of packaging. A recent transition from white napkins 
and bags to brown (unbleached) napkins and bags is an example of 
continuous improvement with bottom-line benefits for the company.

solution: A survey of Canadian competitors revealed that McDonald’s 
Canada was the only quick service restaurant in Canada using white 
(previously bleached and recycled fiber) bags. Further research also 
indicated a shift towards unbleached, brown napkins. An Operations test 
was initiated in western Canada in 2008 to determine how customers 
would respond to the changes. Results showed no negative customer 
feedback relative to the changes, and indicated that customers were 
actually using fewer napkins. Our restaurant employees find the bags 
to be sturdier when preparing food to be served to our customers. As a 
result, McDonald’s Canada decided to make the transition system-wide.

results: By switching from our previous napkin and bag, McDonald’s 
Canada has reduced energy, wood and water consumption. Additionally, 
switching to unbleached bags saved an estimated $667 per restaurant 
annually. Cumulatively, this represents an approximate McDonald’s 
Canada System savings of nearly $1.3 million annually.

keeping it simple

Hiroaki Okano
Director Of Corporate Social Responsibility, Mcdonald’s Japan

Jay Rastogi
Senior Director Operations, HAVI Global Soultions, APMEA

opportunityMcDonald’s Japan wanted to reduce the environmental 
impacts of its packaging to meet customer expectations and elevated 
governmental standards.

solution: The use of plastic bags was fully phased out in 2009 and 
unbleached paper bags were introduced as a substitute. In addition,  
a simplified packaging campaign was initiated for all McDonald’s Japan 
restaurants between December 2008 – December 2009.

results: As a result of the plastic bag phase-out, annual reductions of 
approximately 2,300 tons of plastic and 6,200 tons of CO2 were achieved. In 
addition, McDonald’s Japan achieved a $1.1 million reduction in paper costs.

new
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waste no more

Andreas Helbig
Director Sales & Marketing, Van Genechten Packaging

Jocelyne Ehret
Senior Head of Innovation and Sustainability, HAVI Global Solutions, Europe

opportunity: HAVI Global Solutions (HGS) wanted to develop a more 
environmentally friendly board for big sandwiches, since they usually 
require a more rigid and heavy board that consumes more paper and 
natural resources to produce.

solution: HGS, along with Van Genechten Packaging, one of our 
European converters, developed a lightweight N-fluted clamshell for the 
launch of the M Burger. The immediate attraction of this carton was its 
more interesting overall shape created by using new creasing lines. But 
by changing the material used in its construction, the carton’s overall 
weight was reduced. At the same time, the new carton offered improved 
functionality, high print quality and a clear demonstration of the 
understanding of environmental issues and a positive response to them.

results: The new materials reduced the weight of the carton by about 
20 percent. The carton is made with virgin fibers, with 74 percent coming 
from certified well-managed forests (FSC- and PEFC-certified). The new 
packaging was awarded the sustainability prize by Europe’s Pro Carton 
ECMA award in 2008 and recognized by the U.S. DuPont award in 2009.

building a better meal carrier

Andreas Helbig
Director Sales & Marketing, Van Genechten Packaging

Jocelyne Ehret
Senior Head of Innovation and Sustainability, HAVI Global Solutions, Europe

opportunity: McDonald’s France sought to replace the lunchbox –  
a carton used to carry one or two full meals (sandwich, fries, desert, 
beverage) – because of community complaints in France about the high 
waste volume. Additionally, the lunchbox did not  fit well inside most 
waste bins.

solution: Through innovative thinking and creative design initiated by 
universities , the HAVI Global Solutions European team teamed up with 
Van Genechten Packaging to develop the Croisillon as a replacement to 
the French market’s previous meal carrier box. The solution utilized the 
current paper carry-out bag with handles, adding the Croisillon insert.

results: The new bag and insert design maintained the functionality 
of the previous larger meal carrier box while achieving a 48.7 percent 
reduction in packaging materials by weight as compared to the two-
meal carrier box and a 7.4 percent weight reduction as compared to the 
smaller meal carrier box . In addition, the new packaging format is more 
easily compacted, which improves consumers’ ability to dispose of the 
package properly, helping to resolve a key litter issue. The sustainability 
improvements, restaurant-level efficiency enhancements and consumer 
consumption benefits all support the viability of this innovation.

new
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keeping score: sustainable packaging  
from the outset

Jennifer McCracken
Senior Environmental Manager, HAVI Global Solutions

Jessica Droste Yagan
Senior Manager, Sustainable Supply Chain, Mcdonald’s Corporate

Victor Bell
President, EPI

opportunity: HAVI Global Solutions’ goal is to minimize our packaging’s 
environmental impacts by evaluating packaging design during the 
development phase. By establishing a framework for evaluating the 
environmental impacts, HGS and McDonald’s will be able to make more 
sustainable packaging for products. We can also prioritize opportunities 
for improvement across a market’s full packaging portfolio.

solution: HAVI Global Solutions partnered with McDonald’s to develop 
a framework for a packaging design evaluation tool, Eco-Filter 2.0, to 
provide better information about packaging decisions. HGS leveraged the 
expertise of EPI (Environmental Packaging International), a consultant 
who specializes in Design for Environment (DfE) tools, to assist with 
building the tool. The tool builds on McDonald’s historic key packaging 
performance indicators, best practices from the European and North 
American markets, and advice from outside experts and NGOs like 
Environmental Defense Fund.

The tool’s framework focuses on key environmental priorities for 
packaging, such as minimizing weight, maximizing use of recycled 
materials, preference for renewable and certified sustainably 
managed materials, minimizing the amount of harmful chemicals used 
in production, reducing CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions and 
maximizing “end-of-life” options like recycling. Leveraging the platform 
of the Eco-filter packaging design tool, HGS directed EPI in developing  
a portfolio tool, called the Eco-Filter Portfolio Assessment Tool (EFPAT), 
which incorporates sales volume to yield an environmental performance 
indicator of the packaging portfolio used in a market.

results: HAVI Global Solutions has deployed the Eco-Filter 2.0 tool 
globally, where it’s used by Product Development leads when designing 
and developing new packaging at the market level. This environmental 
information can then be weighed against the cost, availability of 
materials, functionality and operations impact of any new proposed 
package. Furthermore, EFPAT provides the ability to evaluate impacts of 
packaging changes on the portfolio level and to prioritize opportunities 
for packaging improvements.

thinking outside the fry box for the  
“china wins, you win” promotion

Conrad So
Director, New Island Printing Co. Ltd

Gillian Tan
General Manager Singapore & Global Accounts, Hutamaki (Guangzhou) Ltd

Jay Rastogi
Senior Director Operations, HAVI Global Solutions, APMEA

opportunity: Preparing for the 2008 Olympic Summer Games  
provided McDonald’s China with a packaging challenge –  how to  
provide a cost-effective, fun, interactive and easy-to-use promotional  
gaming experience.

solution: McDonald’s packaging supplier, HAVI Global Solutions, 
partnered with New Island Printing Company, Ltd. and Huhtamaki 
Guangzhou, Ltd. to develop a new format for promotional gaming for the 
sandwich clamshells, fry cartons and cold cups. While traditional industry 
standard involved using an additional adhesive-backed paper game  
piece, they chose to integrate the game piece into the existing  
packaging structure.

results: Reducing material use is the most effective way to reduce 
environmental impacts. Through this innovative design, McDonald’s China 
was able to avoid using approximately 18.5 tons of material.
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a better clear cup

David Wendel
Director of National Accounts, Pactiv

Joanna Marshall
Vice President, National Account, Berry Plastics

Tom Biddie
Vice President, Product Development, North America, HAVI Global Solutions

opportunity: Initially, McDonald’s USA premium beverages launched 
in clear plastic cups made of Amorphous Polyethylene Terephthalate 
(APET). HAVI Global Solutions identified the strong potential to 
achieve cost savings and provide positive environmental benefits while 
maintaining performance and premium product image by transitioning  
to a plastic material called Clarified Polypropylene (CPP).

solution: The CPP resin, which is more than 30 percent lower density 
than APET, requires fewer raw materials to make a cup with comparable 
specification properties. HGS worked with Pactiv and Berry Plastics, 
two supply chain partners, to develop CPP cups that met performance 
needs for all sizes. The performance of the new CPP package is at parity 
with the PET package it replaced. Consumer research conducted prior 
to launch confirmed that differences between the two packages in 
appearance and performance were negligible, including sidewall rigidity 
and clarity.

results: The CPP package delivers the same consumer experience 
while improving cost and environmental impacts by using less material. 
The reduction in the package weight realizes significant savings in the 
amount of resin used as well as reducing energy in transportation of 
the raw materials and finished packaging throughout the supply chain. 
Transition to the CPP package realized significant benefits, including 
15  percent cost savings through the reduction in raw material usage and 
transportation efficiencies, 2.9 million pounds of resin saved annually 
(based on 2008 annual volumes), and material savings that equate to the 
prevention of 7,295 metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions during 
the raw material production process (based on industry available tools) 
and 20-25 percent post-consumer solid waste reduction.

super cleaning facilitates package recycling

Volker Bartling
Managing Director, Bartling

Jocelyne Ehret
Senior Head of Innovation and Sustainability, HAVI Global Solutions, Europe

opportunity: HAVI Global Solutions (HGS) sought a way to recycle post-
consumer food packaging back into food-grade packaging, considered 
high-value recycling. The potential for contamination has prevented this 
to date. Packaging is necessary to prevent spoiling and allow take-away, 
storage and apportioning products in a comfortable way, but after its use 
packaging becomes waste that generally goes to landfill, incineration or 
low-value recycling processes.

solution: HGS partnered with Bartling, a food packaging supplier, to 
develop an acceptable food-contact grade of recycled PET (RPET). One 
solution is super-cleaning post-consumer waste of food packaging, 
enabling its recycling into further food packaging applications. The 
collected plastic (in this case PET) is shredded, washed, extrusioned, 
filtered and degassed under high temperatures in a vacuum. This makes 
the post-consumer recycled resin as acceptable as virgin resin in nearly 
all applications.

resultsIn the summer of 2009, Bartling, under the lead of HAVI Global 
Solutions at McDonald´s France, introduced the first frappe cup and lid 
made out of 40 percent RPET. This means a savings of 123 metric tons 
in virgin material requirements and a reduction of 123 metric tons to the 
consumer waste stream. Other products are now in the pipeline with  
a planned use of 50 percent RPET.

new new
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leading the way toward cleaner streets  
in australia

Duncan Mackay
National Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity: Litter is an issue of concern for Australian consumers. 
McDonald’s Australia has worked to establish a leadership position by 
proactively engaging restaurant employees, staff and customers in 
efforts to control the impacts of litter around existing restaurants across 
the country.

solution: McDonald’s Australia has a nationwide Clean Streets program 
to keep restaurant grounds and nearby streets clear of litter. Crew 
members participate in Litter Patrols as a regular part of their work day. 
Messages on packaging, trayliners, trash bins and parking lot signage 
help remind consumers not to litter. McDonald’s Australia is also a 
Founding Partner of Clean Up Australia, the organization behind Clean Up 
Australia Day, and marked their 21st year of partnership in 2010. In 2010, 
McDonald’s restaurants and headquarters coordinated an electronics 
recycling pickup the week following Clean Up Australia Day. This event 
helped customers easily recycle their mobile phones to help keep this 
electronic waste out of landfills.

results: Since the first Clean Up Sydney Harbour event in 1989, 
McDonald’s Australia’s support of Clean Up Australia has enabled this 
initiative to grow and flourish. Clean Up Australia Day is now a community 
icon and the country’s biggest annual volunteer event. Preliminary results 
for 2010 showed that some 15,500 tons of waste were collected, with 
an estimated 588,000 volunteers across Australia taking part at 7,073 
registered Clean Up sites. In 2010, McDonald’s Australia tripled their 
in-store participation in Clean Up Australia Day over 2009, with over 53 
percent of freestanding restaurants registered as clean-up sites.

anti-littering
Keeping the environment around our restaurants tidy has been one of our key priorities for a  
long time, and it still is. Although we have implemented very successful measures preventing  
littering, McDonald’s can still easily become the focus of attention when these discussions arise  
in the community. We need to demonstrate continuously that we are part of the solution.

nature will bite back

Dorthe Thomas
Environment Consultant, McDonald’s Denmark

opportunityTo raise awareness for anti-littering and encourage people 
to dispose of waste responsibly.

solution: “Someday nature will bite back.” With this slogan and animals 
posing provocatively with guns and baseball bats, McDonald’s Denmark 
campaigned against littering in partnership with the Danish Society for 
Nature Conservation. The campaign included outdoor posters, tray liners 
and free go-cards in cafes and restaurants.

results: Experience shows that this kind of campaign receives a very 
positive feedback and sends a very important signal to our customers:  
At McDonald’s, we take care of our litter.

new
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campaign with a kick

Petra Dahlman
CSR & Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Sweden

opportunity: To raise awareness and fight litter.

solution: In Stockholm, McDonald’s restaurants in the central city 
cooperated with the City of Stockholm to raise awareness and fight 
littering. Anti-littering messages were printed on McDonald’s bags  
and spread via restaurant communication and a campaign website.  
At a McDonald’s restaurant, a round table meeting with politicians  
and youths was arranged to discuss solutions. McDonald’s also got 
involved in a program sponsoring information and additional waste  
bins and the company participated in a football cup that promoted an 
anti-littering message.

results: For its anti-littering commitment the participating McDonald’s 
restaurants received a prize.

city clean up

Katie Saunders
Environment Manager, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: To effectively communicate McDonald’s commitment  
to Anti-Littering.

solution: When asked to sponsor the Capital Clean Up, an external 
campaign organised by the London Borough Councils, McDonald’s UK 
moved the relationship from the initial request for financial support to 
a genuine partnership. The company supported Capital Clean Up with 
restaurant events and an associated PR campaign. 82 events were held 
across London involving 108 restaurants.

results: The aims of greater engagement and recognition were  
achieved without a large cash outlay, but a significant investment in 
community activity at restaurant level. Participation in the campaign 
proved to be a very good way to communicate and share the  
company’s anti-litter efforts.

major brands join forces

Birgit Hoefler-Schwarz
Environmental Specialist, McDonald’s Germany

opportunity: Proper management of the environment does not stop at 
the restaurant door. In addition to litter patrols, providing litterbins and 
displaying anti-litter slogans, McDonald’s Germany decided to make good 
use of its popularity by supporting local and national awareness-raising 
campaigns.

solution: In 2001, McDonald’s Germany joined the Clean Countryside 
Campaign, an initiative to raise environmental awareness and fight 
littering. McDonald’s Germany participates in the campaign’s activities 
in cooperation with partners such as UNESCO and major players such 
as Coca-Cola and the Green-Dot-System. The program, for instance, 
includes providing educational brochures and promotional materials  
as well as supporting national and local cleanup events.

results: McDonald’s visible commitment to fighting litter has raised 
the company’s’ environmental image and led to the restaurant chain’s 
acceptance as a “welcome neighbor”.

new new
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“Stakeholder dialogue was essential 
to bring everybody around the same 
table and address all aspects of 
littering, which is a sensitive and 
difficult topic. Now, it is time for 
action. We understood from the very 
moment we opened this dialogue,  
that the solution could not be a simple 
one and would require a combination 
of actions.

This is the action plan we set up in 
Albert, combining different actions 
and various players. This is why I 
asked Albert municipal services to 
actively contribute to the current 
experimentation. Our staff in charge 
of city cleanup worked in close 
collaboration with McDonald’s team 
in Albert to improve coordination of 
waste collection and reporting on 
littering around restaurants.

Beyond this experimentation,  
we’ve build up a process to develop 
pilot projects with schools to improve 
awareness on waste collection, 
targeting children with the help  
of teachers.”

stephane demilly, mayor of albert (somme), 
member of parliament

partnership with mayors and manufacturers

Delphine Smagghe
Environment & Sustainable Development Director, McDonald’s France

opportunity: In the fight against litter, McDonald’s France is aiming 
for a comprehensive solution and ways to permanently change peoples’ 
attitudes.

solution: In 2007, McDonald’s France decided to engage in a large-scale 
project involving associations, customers, manufacturers of packaging 
and garbage cans. In a two year process of work and dialogue supported 
by the Ministry of Environment, promising measures were identified and 
tested in the cities of Dijon and Albert. The Anti-Littering Plan includes 
the introduction of easily crushable take-away bags, an update of the 
take-away assembly orders that led to the reduction of bags, the design 
of an easily accessible “garbage can drive thru” that allows customers 
to dispose of waste without leaving the car, indoor and outdoor posters 
to raise customers’ awareness of the actions taken by McDonald’s and 
actions they can take themselves. This was done in cooperation with the 
French Mayors’ Association (AMF) which encourages the partnership 
between restaurants and communities.

results: The solutions tested in Dijon and Albert proved to be a real 
success. They received very positive feedback from customers and led 
to a significant decrease in the amount of litter. To spread the program 
McDonald’s signed a national agreement with the AMF and the National 
Labour Syndicate for catering and quick service industries (SNARR).
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recycling &  
waste reduction
Some call it waste. We see it as a potential resource. Whether it’s used packaging and frying oil  
or leftover organic waste, we’re seeking newer and better ways to reuse and recycle.

savings through mcenvi

Gréta Nagy
Environmental Manager, McDonald’s Hungary

opportunity: To optimize waste management.

solution: McDonald’s Hungary is managing the waste of its 50 McOpCo 
restaurants with the help of McEnvi, a software specifically designed 
for the company. McEnvi is a tracking software with filtering options 
that supports planning and tracking of waste quantities and costs. With 
McEnvi, environment coordinators can forecast the amount of waste 
for the coming period and easily monitor such data as the frequency of  
grease trap cleaning or the income from the sale of used cooking oil.

results: McEnvi has helped to reduce working time, waste amounts and 
costs. Positive feedback has also been received from local authorities 
and waste collectors.

superlizzy in the lobby

Carla D’andrea
Environment Coordinator, McDonald’s Italy

opportunity:  Looking for ways to improve waste separation, McDonald’s 
Italy has found “Superlizzy”. The waste separation unit helps to reduce 
waste volume and time spent on waste disposal.

solution:  Superlizzy is a simple-to-install and easy-to-handle unit 
with an automatic liquid separation and waste compacting function. It 
replaces the waste bins in the lobby, which allows for only one instead of 
various collection points. As a result less space is consumed and fewer 
waste bags are needed. In addition, tray-emptying time is reduced by a 
third, no more liquid collects in the waste bag and less time must be spent 
on cleaning the equipment.

results:  Units have been installed and are working successfully in 
about 40 percent of the restaurants. They are  attractive additions 
to the restaurants and the number of customers emptying their tray 
has increased. Positive feedback has also been received from local 
authorities and waste collectors.

new
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it’s not just about the packaging –  
increasing the recycling ratio of our food

Hiroaki Okano
Director of Corporate Social Responsibility, Mcdonald’s Japan

opportunity:  McDonald’s Japan wanted to achieve a food recycling ratio 
of 40 percent or higher to proactively meet the requirements of a revised 
Japanese Food recycling Law. The new law requires companies to raise 
recycling ratios to between 20-40 percent by 2012.

solution: In addition to oil recycling, tests on converting recycled food 
into fertilizer, feedstuff and biomass were initiated.

results:  The 2009 food recycling ratio at McDonald’s Japan was 
approximately 44 percent. The company has set a goal of reaching 50 
percent by 2012.

new life for organic waste

Rolf Huwyler
Environment Manager, Mcdonald’s Switzerland

opportunity: Organic materials represent a large portion of the waste 
in an average McDonald’s restaurant. For McDonald’s Switzerland, finding 
a cost-effective and environmentally sound way to recycle them was a 
priority.

solution:  Since 2001, McDonald’s Switzerland has collaborated with 
Kompogas, a company specializing in the process of fermenting organic 
waste to produce biogas. This biogas is then used for heating and to 
fuel the company’s own biogas truck. The volume of biogas that can be 
produced with the organic waste from all Swiss McDonald’s restaurants 
is about the same as the amount needed to operate the vehicle. Thus, the 
“super truck” runs CO2-neutral.

results:  All Swiss McDonald’s restaurants recycle organic waste into 
biogas. Compared to the former incineration costs, the restaurants now 
pay 60 percent less for the disposal of organic waste. The biogas truck 
saves about 10,000 liters of diesel annually.

optimizing oil recycling

Delphine Smagghe
Environment & Sustainable Development Director, McDonald’s France

opportunity:  Frequent collection of used oil is costly and may affect  
the environment. The goal is to reduce frequency.

solution:  Previously, used oil was collected three to four times per 
month. Starting five years ago, McDonald’s France designed a new 
1,500-liter cistern to increase restaurants’ used oil holding capacity. 
This technically advanced cistern offers increased security, overflow 
detection, and a regulated heating system that enables oil to preserve 
its fluidity and characteristics. Moreover, the new cistern’s design 
facilitates operations and maintenance. All staff have to do is open a 
valve at the base of the frying unit and push a button for the used oil 
to be automatically transferred to the cistern. Today, more than 550 
restaurants have been equipped. A typical restaurant uses about 350 
liters of oil per week, so the frequency of used oil collection has dropped 
to once per month.

results: This innovative cistern makes removing used oil from the 
frying units a quick and totally safe process. Its storage capacity reduces 
the frequency of used oil collection by nearly 75 percent, a major step 
forward in environmental protection.
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the wall

Petra Dahlman
CSR & Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Sweden

opportunity: To allow for more waste to be recycled as cleanly  
as possible.

solution: McDonald’s Sweden started recycling in its restaurants in the 
early 1990s. Since then, the company has worked to improve the process 
and has developed innovative design solutions: for instance, the “steel 
pipe” for mugs has a narrow passage that helps to remind customers to 
remove the lid or straw and to empty the fluids. Or the “recycle wall” for 
separating plastic, paper, aluminium cans, food waste, fluids and other 
residues also directs customers gently but efficiently.

results:  Higher recycling quota through clever recycling design.

forget the landfill:  
waste becomes electricity

Katie Saunders
Environment Manager, McDonald’s UK

opportunity:  McDonald’s UK is looking for the safest and most 
responsible means of waste disposal available. The long-term objective  
is to achieve zero waste to landfill.

solution: Eleven McDonald’s restaurants in the Sheffield area 
participate in a pilot scheme, in which waste from the restaurants  
is converted into electricity and heat for local buildings.

results: Each restaurant will avoid sending 100 tons of waste a year  
to landfills. The energy produced from the recycled waste will help  
to provide heating for 130 local buildings, reducing annual carbon 
emissions by 54 percent.

a holistic approach to recycling oil: bulk 
cooking oil delivery and collection

Tom Covelli
Senior Director, Distribution & Logistic, McDonald’s USA

opportunity:  Always looking to improve efficiency in restaurant 
operations, McDonald’s USA sought a way to improve the efficiency  
of new cooking oil distribution and collection of used oil.

solution:  For more than 10 years, McDonald’s USA has worked with 
our supplier RTI to implement a bulk cooking oil delivery and retrieval 
program. This program includes delivery of fresh cooking oil to the 
restaurants in bulk via a portal on the exterior of the restaurant to a large 
tank in the store. At the same time, waste oil is collected from a separate 
tank and taken back to a larger distribution facility where it is sold for re-
use to a variety of vendors, including biodiesel companies. Today nearly 
75 percent of the eligible U.S. restaurants are enrolled in this program, 
representing more than 7,800 U.S. restaurants. Additional restaurants 
are being converted as infrastructure advancements develop.

results:  Today, the average participating U.S. restaurant recycles nearly 
13,000 pounds (1,700 gallons) of used cooking oil per year. In addition 
to more efficient restaurant operations, significant amounts of plastic 
and corrugated packaging have been eliminated because cooking oil no 
longer needs to be delivered in 35 pound plastic jugs in corrugated boxes, 
or “jibs”. This eliminates the creation of packaging in the first place and 
keeps additional packaging waste from going to the landfill.
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clever sorting achieves 90% recycling rate

Birgit Hoefler-Schwarz
Environmental Specialist, Mcdonald's Germany

opportunity:  McDonald’s is often viewed as generating a lot of waste. 
McDonald’s Germany set out to disprove this misconception by adopting 
exemplary recycling practices. The goal of McDonald’s Germany is to 
meet a recycling quota that is consistently above 90 percent.

solution:  In the past, McDonald’s Germany encouraged customers to 
sort what was left on their trays after a meal themselves. The results 
were disappointing. Now, employees collect packaging and food waste 
in a tray cart. In the specially designed sorting room, they separate the 
waste into color-coded bags for paper and cardboard, plastics, food and 
residuals. The same sorting process takes place in the kitchen, where 
the used oil, PE-foil and corrugated delivery boxes are also collected 
for recycling. Well-trained staff can sort rapidly and efficiently. A good 
quality of secondary product for recycling is achieved, thereby helping to 
reach high recycling quotas for the restaurants.

results:  All McDonald’s restaurants in Germany use this system, leading 
to an overall recycling rate of more than 90 percent.

"I have been a McDonald’s franchisee 
for 12 years and currently own five 
restaurants in Hamburg. During 
the 1980s, when I knew McDonald’s 
just as a customer, only transport 
packaging was collected separately; 
all other waste was collected in a 
single container. Now, we collect and 
separate six types of waste, some 
of which represents a valuable 
resource. Let’s take used frying oil. It 
is converted into biodiesel that can 
be used to run trucks. This is an ideal 
closed-loop economy, isn’t it?"

franchisee oliver bayer  
hamburg, germany

reverse logistics

Katie Saunders
Environment Manager, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: To reduce the amount of waste going to landfill.

solution: McDonald’s companies all over Europe use the trucks that 
deliver new goods to the restaurants also collect cardboard for recycling. 
The backhaul reduces waste going to landfill, emissions from transport 
and waste-disposal costs.

results: McDonald’s UK started backhauling cardboard in 2009. The 
company expects that annually about 13,000 tons of cardboard will be 
diverted from landfill.
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paper and waste recycling campaigns  
in argentina, brazil, chile, costa rica  
and puerto rico

Flávia Vigio
Communications VP, McDonald’s Latin America

opportunity: As a socially responsible company, Arcos Dorados, 
McDonald’s developmental licensee in Latin America, wanted to generate 
awareness about taking care of the environment and the importance of 
maximizing recycling and minimizing waste.

solution: Give Paper a Second Chance was initiated in Argentina 
and similar initiatives were rolled out in several other Latin American 
countries. In Santiago de Chile, the Paper and Carton Recycling Project 
was piloted in 10 restaurants, with the goal of contributing to the city’s 
cleanup goals. In the Trujillo Alto restaurant in Puerto Rico, a garbage and 
carton compactor for recycling was installed. With a minimal investment 
of $10,000+, it will considerably reduce waste. In other Latin American 
markets, additional measures have been initiated to encourage both 
employees and consumers to recycle.

results:  The McDonald’s Selective Collection Program in Brazil 
expanded into 17 new restaurants in May 2009. Currently, 71 São 
Paulo-based locations take part in this project. It is expected that all 
restaurants in the city will be part of this activity by the end of 2010. The 
process of separating waste in restaurants, which leads to a reduction in 
the amount of garbage sent to landfill, contributes to our employees’ and 
customers’ awareness of the environmental importance of recycling. We 
strive to make it as easy as possible for customers to secure adequate 
disposal of organic and recyclable materials Also, the Recycling Program 
in Costa Rica continues to be a success in in our corporate offices. 
The program began in September 2009 and has been implemented in 
restaurants throughout the country.

“Each and every one of us in the 
McDonald’s System has a unique 
opportunity to make a difference 
in our communities – starting 
with small initiatives that can be 
replicated. Across the Arcos Dorados 
organization, the innovation and 
commitment shown by employees, 
owner/operators and suppliers 
offer outstanding ways to improve 
efficiency while promoting sound 
environmental causes.”

flávia vigio 
communications vp 
mcdonald’s latin america

getting electric about waste reduction  
in chile

Federico Ovejero
Communications Director, South Latin America Division

opportunity: E-waste is a key concern in Chile, which disposes of 
three million mobile phones and five million computers containing toxic 
materials per year. As part of the company’s commitment to a green 
future, McDonald’s Chile is partnering with Recycla (www.recycla.cl)  
to implement a recycling and electronic waste reduction campaign.

solution: The program is designed to recycle electronic waste, such as 
computers, screens, heavy metals, chips, glass, etc., and turn it into useful 
materials, averting unnecessary damage to the planet. This enables the 
discarded goods to be transformed into raw materials for the creation  
of new products.

results: The Recycla truck visits McDonald’s restaurants and picks up 
e-waste, which is then transferred to a recycling facility. The recycling 
process entails inspection, pre-sorting, dismantling and sorting of 
materials that are then re-directed for other uses. If hazardous materials 
are detected, they are moved to another plant for safe handling and 
processing.

new
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selective disposal and destination of used 
cooking oil in argentina

Federico Ovejero
Communications Director, South Latin America Division

opportunity:  For many years, we have been working on the selective 
disposal of used cooking oil from the fryers in our restaurants. It all 
started in order to withdraw the oil in an orderly fashion. It became 
a great opportunity to further advance our environmental efforts. 
Currently, in Argentina, Arcos Dorados, McDonald’s Developmental 
Licensee in Latin America, produces around 40 tons of residual oil every 
month, which can generate 40 tons of biofuel.

solution:  In December 2009, McDonald’s Argentina and the Hospital 
Pedro de Elizalde created a joint program that led to the company 
donating all the used oil from their kitchens once a month to produce 
biodiesel. The fuel operatesf three power generators as an alternative 
energy source in cases of power failure. This backup will allow the staff 
of 400 doctors at the hospital to maintain basic primary activity in 
emergency situations.

results:  In the first 10 months after starting the program, the average 
donation amounted to 3,000 liters of biodiesel, a renewable and clean 
fuel that does not harm the environment, per month. As a result, it helps 
the Hospital Pedro de Elizalde save 30 percent on the purchase of diesel 
for their power generators.

“The program of recycling used vegetable oil from our 
kitchens is part of the sustainability program that 
Arcos Dorados has been developing in Latin America 
and a critical aspect of our approach to acting as a 
responsible corporate citizen.”

jose valledor 
general director  
south latin america

on the right track with green trucks

Pieter Honing
Director Franchise & Legal, McDonald's Netherlands

opportunity:  McDonald’s Netherlands has the ambition to re-use and 
recycle more than 95 percent of the waste coming from its restaurants.

solution:  In 1992, McDonald’s Netherlands started its own recycling 
system. Currently paper and cardboard, plastics, food remains, vegetable 
frying oil and ‘minor chemical waste’ are separated and recycled. The 
employees separate the waste in the restaurants and the waste is 
then collected every few days by the company’s own Green Trucks. The 
complete process is being tracked and monitored by an independent 
organization.

results:  In 1992, McDonald’s was one of the first Dutch companies to 
practice the reduce, reuse and recycle waste system on such a large scale. 
By now, the company reuses and recycles more than 98 percent of the 
waste the restaurants produce. For recycling paper, cardboard, plastics 
and frying oil McDonald’s even earns a fee. The system is continually 
optimized and reflects positively on the company’s sustainability efforts. 
In 2009, the Dutch system was implemented in Belgium.
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from banner to bag

Rolf Huwyler
Environment Manager, McDonald’s Switzerland

opportunity:  Turned into fashionable bags, advertising banners carry 
a new, indirect message of eco-consciousness. McDonald’s Switzerland 
found an innovative way to say: We are a company well aware of the 
importance of protecting the environment.

solution: McDonald’s Switzerland thought of a way to increase the 
comparatively short life time of the plastic banners used to advertise 
special offers. The company has the banners recycled into fashionable 
bags that are given as an environmentally friendly, awareness-raising 
present to new members of staff and other stakeholders.

results:  The bags are a fun and sensible present and very much 
appreciated by the recipients. Turning the banners into bags is also 
helping to save waste disposal costs.

prize-winning design

Rolf Huwyler
Environment Manager, McDonald’s Switzerland

opportunity:  McDonald’s Switzerland developed a PET recycling 
container designed to make recycling part of the restaurant experience.

solution:  In cooperation with a design school, McDonald’s Switzerland 
created its own PET recycling container. The prize-winning object was 
designed to fit the new restaurant look and to attract more customers to 
make use of it.

results:  The new PET container has successfully been introduced and is 
well-received. The restaurants find the new design easier to handle, which 
enables them to achieve better recycling quality and quantities.

battery collection

Nuno Cabanas
Environment Manager, McDonald’s Portugal

opportunity: To ensure collection and recycling of used batteries in all 
McDonald’s restaurants in Portugal.

solution:  Since the container for battery collection provided by its 
national partner Ecophilas was not suitable, McDonald’s Portugal had its 
own container designed. Customers and employees can now dispose of 
used batteries in the lobby of every McDonald’s restaurant.

results:  In 2008, McDonald’s Portugal contributed to the recycling of 
over 600 kg of batteries.

new
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happy meal transport efficiency

Marcus Buchkremer
Senior Head of Promotion Operations & Procurement, HAVI Global Solutions

opportunity:  HGS Europe delivers time-sensitive promotions through a 
large supply chain, with positive contributions regarding optimal logistic 
costs and sustainability by reducing CO2 emissions. One of the main 
objectives of HGS Europe is to coordinate the European Happy Meal 
Supply Chain in a way that meets customer requirements at minimum 
costs. While these costs have been defined in purely monetary terms 
in the past, HGS Europe also takes into account the external costs of 
logistics associated with climate change and air pollution to reflect 
increased environmental concerns. The objective is to achieve a more 
sustainable balance between economics and environment.

solution: HGS Europe requires local logistic providers to use barge 
services from main ports like Antwerp, Hamburg and Le Havre to central 
warehouses wherever possible. Containers for the Austrian market are 
transported via railway from the harbor in Hamburg to the warehouses. 
For some German distribution centers, barge services will also be used 
for the transport from the Antwerp port to the central warehouse in 
Belgium. In 2009, a project was launched in order to implement a barge 
service for direct shipments to France in cooperation with the local 
logistics provider named STI France.

results: In 2009 the CO2 emission was reduced by an additional 51,381 
kg by implementing a barge service from the French harbor (Le Havre) to 
the central warehouse in France, helping HGS Europe become a driver for 
sustainable economics in the Happy Meal Supply Chain. The next project 
currently under investigation to reduce emissions is an alternative 
transport route from Asia via the Trans-Siberian Railway, taking into 
consideration the logistics costs compared with sea freight costs.

logistics
Sustainable transportation represents a major challenge and an area well worth focusing on. 
McDonald’s supports the use of biodiesel and other means to limit the environmental impacts of 
transportation within our business operations.
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closing the biodiesel loop in brazil

Augusto Santos
National & International Accounts, Martin Brower

Celso Cruz
Supply Chain Director for Brazil Division, Arcos Dorados

opportunity: Martin-Brower (MB) seeks to recycle waste oil from 
restaurants into biodiesel to use in its fleet in a closed-loop concept. That 
means all related operations – oil distribution, reverse logistics, recycling 
and consumption – will occur within the McDonald´s System.

solution: Aligned with Brazil’s developing environmental efforts, the MB 
program embraces the entire loop of distributing cooking oil, collecting 
the used oil, recycling this oil into biodiesel and using it in its fleet, in a 
blend higher than that found in the market. MB has the structure to make 
a cost-effective reverse logistics system and meet demand for the fuel. 
The used oil will be brought to MB’s main distribution center (Food Town) 
where a production plant will be installed to recycle it into biodiesel 
(B100). Biodiesel will be blended to mineral diesel in a proportion to be 
defined at the end of the pilot test and stored in a specific fuel tank 
designated for MB trucks and refrigeration equipment. All phases of this 
closed-loop concept will occur within MB and McDonald´s restaurants, 
with no other outside handling. MB will also be able to issue CER units 
negotiable in the carbon credit market because the biodiesel raw material 
– used oil - does not compete with food agriculture.

results: MB expects to reduce its greenhouse gas footprint 27 percent. 
The business goal is to have a fuel final cost lower than market and to 
keep current guarantees for trucks and refrigeration equipment engines. 
Companies involved include Martin-Brower, Arcos Dorados, ATA, Shell, 
Volkswagen, Tiete, Cummins, MWM, Thermo King, TeK Diesel, and SP Bio. 
The program will also contribute to standardization, improved quality 
assurance, and increased safety in used oil disposal procedures for 
McDonald’s restaurants, including a tailor-made plastic container  
used to collect hot oil directly from the fryer. Finally, McDonald´s and 
MB expect to donate part of their savings to Ronald McDonald House 
Charities in Brazil.

100% biodiesel technology

Jean-Francois Legrand
Director of Quality, Health, Safety, Environment, Keystone Foods

opportunity: Keystone Foods sought to explore innovative techniques 
to reduce carbon emissions by using the resources already available 
through the transport operations. McDonald’s used cooking oil was 
identified as a way to reuse a waste stream that would otherwise be sent 
to landfill. While McDonald’s waste to landfill is reduced, Keystone would 
continue to lower carbon emissions during the delivery process. 

solution: To kick-start this sustainable fuel process, an initial trial 
was set up in Basingstoke, UK, with a biodiesel manufacturer. Keystone 
worked closely with the fuel manufacturer to observe the performance 
of their fuel at low temperatures, in order to adjust the amount of 
additives needed to run in these conditions, which proved invaluable 
in the winter months. To adapt the fleet to be compatible with B100 
biodiesel technology, fuel filters were modified to include a water trap 
and a flushing process was introduced to trailers that previously used 
regular diesel. The fuel, engine oil and engine oil filter servicing regimen 
were also enhanced. With these adjustments, 100 percent biodiesel 
was introduced to the Basingstoke and Hemel Hempstead Distribution 
Centers in 2008.

results:The continued use of biodiesel in our fleet has reduced our 
CO2 output by 2,452 metric tons per year (762 equivalent metric tons of 
carbon) from fuel alone. During 2009, the fleet consumed 2.9 million liters 
of biodiesel.

new new
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moving our products the smart way

Jennifer Blum
Communications Manager, Armada Supply Chain Solutions

opportunity: EPA SmartWay is a brand program that promotes 
environmentally cleaner and more fuel-efficient transportation options 
by identifying products and services that reduce transportation-related 
emissions. The brand signifies a partnership among government, business 
and consumers to protect our environment, reduce fuel consumption and 
improve air quality through significant and measurable greenhouse gas 
improvements while maintaining or improving other current emission 
levels.

solution: LXP, an Armada Supply Chain Solutions company and 
McDonald’s distribution partner, implemented multiple initiatives to 
reduce greenhouse gases caused by transportation equipment and 
activity. Specifically, LXP is taking action to provide positive results in 
the reduction of climate change through qualifying for EPA SmartWay 
certification, requiring that all LXP carriers handling McDonald’s freight 
be SmartWay-certified by December 2010. LXP is also accelerating an 
intermodal conversion program, in which the trailer part of the truck is 
transported by railroad to save money and reduce greenhouse gases.

results: LXP earned SmartWay certification in 2009 and has been 
working toward its goal of all carriers becoming certified under the 
SmartWay program. Through December 31, 2009, LXP’s levels of 
compliance on its total number of loads have gone from 68percent to 
88 percent, and it expects to secure 100 percent carrier compliance by 
December 31, 2010 for all McDonald’s traffic. In addition, LXP initiated  
a conversion program from over-the-road trucking to intermodal in 2008 
and through December 31, 2009 had reduced its carbon footprint by 1,173 
tons while simultaneously increasing the number of loads by 4,062 and 
removing 2,224 cars from the road. LXP has not only created significant 
savings in freight expenditures but also a reduction of the carbon 
footprint previously created by equal volumes of the OTR movement.  
The company has targeted an additional 2,500 shipments for conversion 
to intermodal in 2010.

route optimization: the mcdonald’s u.s.  
distributor council

Joy Rudolph
Project Manager, U.S. Distributor Council

opportunity: The McDonald’s U.S. Distributor Council is committed to 
greening the distribution arm of McDonald’s supply chain by reducing our 
energy and fuel consumption. We’re making changes everywhere to help 
reduce our impact on the environment.

solution: We sought out and embraced tools to reduce our annual 
miles and improve the mileage of our fleet while maintaining the highest 
levels of customer service. Paragon software was adopted and its 
dynamic route optimization tools assisted us in consolidating deliveries, 
cubing out trailers, building efficient master schedules and using more 
extended-length trailers.

results: We exceeded our goal of reducing our mileage by 1 percent 
through the use of the Paragon software. Paragon was implemented in all 
US distribution centers.In analyzing 15 of the distribution centers,  
the result was an 1.8 percent reduction in miles equaling 775,000 fewer 
travel miles and nearly 133,000 fewer gallons of diesel consumed. From 
a carbon footprint standpoint, that’s a reduction of more than 2.7 million 
pounds of CO2.
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communications
Providing information is beneficial in many ways. Most importantly, it earns our customers’ trust. 
It also helps us to fully understand the effects of our business and take measures to improve. A 
meaningful communications strategy opens doors and minds.

working with recycle bank

Lori Miller
Director, US Stakeholder Engagement, McDonald’s USA

opportunity: Encourage and provide incentives to McDonald’s 
guests and employees nationwide to take simple steps to better our 
environment. In this case, we wanted to encourage them to recycle.

solution: McDonald’s worked with RecycleBank to develop a consumer 
recycling rewards program offering incentives, such as complimentary 
“Be Our Guest” McDonald’s food coupons to consumers who participate 
in at-home recycling through the RecycleBank program. The RecycleBank 
Rewards Program measures the amount of material each home recycles 
and converts that activity into RecycleBank Points that can be used 
at hundreds of local and national rewards providers. Additionally, 
educational components of the RecycleBank site allow families to learn 
and quantify how their recycling efforts have helped to save trees, reduce 
oil use, etc.

results: The national RecycleBank/McDonald’s Rewards Program 
launched in February 2010, allowing RecycleBank users to redeem their 
points for McDonald’s food items such as a free premium roast coffee, 
free vanilla cone and/or free Premium Salad with Happy Meal® purchase. 
To date, more than 2,000 RecycleBank members have redeemed their 
recycling points for McDonald’s Rewards, putting McDonald’s in the Top 
50 brands for highest redemption rate. Most importantly, McDonald’s has 
helped contribute to RecycleBank’s Environment Footprint, with nearly 
460,000 tons of materials recycled and more than 4.6 million trees saved.

welcome information

Delphine Smagghe
Environment & Sustainable Development Director, McDonald’s France

opportunity: The EcoJournal is McDonald’s France’s answer to 
questions stakeholders may ask . The EcoJournal’s objective is to raise 
awareness among employees and provide information to the public on 
environmental initiatives.

solution:  Launched in 2006, the EcoJournal is an attractive newspaper-
format annual report covering environmental issues about the 
restaurants and the many activities of McDonald’s France. Independent 
auditors verify the data. There is also a short and educational version 
of the EcoJournal for customers and employees. The leaflet Discover 
the Real Nature of McDonald’s is available in the restaurants at regular 
intervals.

results:  The EcoJournal and the leaflet were enthusiastically received 
by employees as well as by external stakeholders. The general opinion 
expressed was, “We didn’t know how active and committed the company 
is.” The report proved to be successful in spreading good environmental 
practices and opening doors with NGOs and authorities.

new new
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to know is to save

Peter Schroeder
Environment Consultant, McDonald’s UK

opportunity:  McDonald’s UK supports franchisees’ efforts to save 
energy and costs by providing information and guidance.

solution:  In 2007, McDonald’s UK published the energy savings 
initiatives booklet. It contains details about the latest energy-efficient 
equipment choices available or being tested in the UK. One area of 
emphasis is detailed information about the six fundamental checks to be 
carried out twice a year on the restaurants’ air-conditioning systems to 
ensure efficient operation.

results: A first and an updated second booklet were issued in 2007, both 
receiving positive feedback. On each occasion, 300 copies were sent to 
the franchisees. The booklet was updated in 2008 and presented to all 
franchisees at their annual meeting.

mcdonalds goes to school

Birgit Hoefler-Schwarz
Environmental Specialist, McDonald’s Germany

opportunity: McDonald’s Germany helps pupils learn about the 
environment. Providing teaching material shows good corporate 
citizenship and is an opportunity to start a dialogue with schools  
and authorities.

solution: McDonald’s Germany offers secondary schools a set of 
interdisciplinary learning materials focusing on environmental issues  
and giving McDonald’s best practice examples. “Um Welten besser,” a 
package containing print materials and a DVD, reaches out to students 
11-15 years old.

results:  Since 2003, three editions of “Um Welten besser” were issued 
and more than 20,000 files wer either sent out to schools or downloaded. 
Feedback was very positive, many valuable contacts were made and 
sustainable relationships built.

greening the island

Ray Bonnici
Director of Human Resources, McDonald’s Malta

opportunity: To show McDonald’s feels part of the community and cares 
about the local environment.

solution:  In cooperation with Nature Trust Malta, 30 McDonald’s 
employees planted more than 200 trees and shrubs at the afforestation 
project at Wied Ghollieqa, San Gwann.

results: The tree planting is just one of a various local environmental 
events where McDonald’s Malta takes an active part. Other events include 
Clean Up the World Day and the local sea cleanup initiative.
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environment in our lounge

Katie Saunders
Environment Manager, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: The employees of McDonald’s UK have a cool, well-
designed and fun place to meet online: Our Lounge. Employees get all 
the information they are looking for on Our Lounge, the staff website, 
including best environmental practices.

solution: To encourage best environmental practices, McDonald’s 
UK dedicated a section of its Our Lounge employee website to the 
environment. Here, the employees can play an environment-oriented 
game, visit the Green Shop to purchase green items such as energy-
saving lightbulbs at reduced prices and visit an interactive restaurant or 
private home to see environmental best practices. Of course, they can 
also learn about McDonald’s many environmental activities.

results: The Environment section on Our Lounge offers a fun way to 
learn about environmental best practices that can be applied in the 
restaurant as well as at home. It’s an innovative addition to the regular 
environmental training part of the company’s apprenticeship modules.

environment training

Natalia Mota
Environment Manager, McDonald’s Spain

opportunity: More than anything else, McDonald’s employees 
contribute to the company’s success. They are also a key factor when  
it comes to applying best environmental practices.

solution:  In Spain, all McDonald’s employees receive a basic 
Environment training module when they start working at a restaurant. 
In addition there is advanced training for Environment Coordinators, a 
position to be found in all restaurants. Environment Coordinators take 
care of all the environmental issues. They compile all environmental 
records and provide environmental training to new staff members.

results:  Environment training ensures that all members of restaurant 
staff know about McDonald’s environmental policies and are aware of  
the best practices we follow.

“We believe that employee 
engagement is our ‘silver bullet’ 
on the environment. If we can 
excite our employees about the 
difference they can make, they 
will export good practices to their 
friends, family and even future 
employers. We see the interactive 
house and restaurant on Our 
Lounge as a simple but effective 

way of giving them tips to help us all to reduce our 
impact at work and at home.”

katie saunders 
environment manager  
mcdonald’s restaurants ltd.

new
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help from young scientists

Delphine Smagghe
Environment & Sustainable Development Director, McDonald’s France

opportunity:  McDonald’s France wants to encourage students and 
pupils to do research and help design innovative solutions that further 
reduce the environmental impact of the company’s activities.

solution:  McDonald’s France has started a dialogue with universities 
and schools. Pupils and students are asked to develop innovative 
environmental solutions that can be applied in our restaurants and 
contribute to the reduction of McDonald’s France environmental 
impacts. The most promising project is awarded a 10,000 Euro grant. In 
2008, 16 projects were submitted and three finalists selected. In close 
collaboration with McDonald’s the projects were then undertaken and 
the findings presented. The University of Technology Troyes’s waste-
management project, for instance, showed that methanation is one way 
forward in terms of environmental impact and costs.

results:  All projects gave clear answers and showed results. The call for 
projects will be renewed each year.

down to earth – communicating mcdonald’s 
australia’s sustainability mission

Duncan Mackay
National Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity: McDonald’s Australia continues to examine innovative 
ways to align franchisees, crew and internal staff on our sustainability 
focus and to seek opportunities that can “make sustainability real in the 
restaurants.” 

solution: McDonald’s Australia recently launched a quarterly 
publication called Down to Earth. This publication focuses on McDonald’s 
Australia’s environmental sustainability strategy to detail areas of focus 
for the business, trials underway, energy-saving ideas and new equipment 
that can be added to new or existing stores to realize cost savings and 
environmental benefits.

results: This newsletter has received positive reviews from employees 
and franchisees and has been seen as a valuable method to align 
McDonald’s Australia on all of the environmental programs currently 
in place. The team is looking forward to including more franchisee-
submitted articles in future editions.

up to international standard

Tomasz Kurpiewski
Environment & Internal Audit Manager, McDonald’s Poland

opportunity: McDonald’s Poland wanted to take a leadership position 
on environmental issues and sought to certify the environmental efforts 
of its company-operated restaurants to a high international standard.

solution: In 2004, McDonald’s Poland validated all company-operated 
restaurants to the internationally recognized standard ISO 14001. The 
certification has been successfully renewed twice since 2004. In addition, 
external audits in accordance with ISO 14001 are carried out every year. 
The certificate confirms that McDonald’s Poland company-operated 
restaurants comply with the highest standards of environmental 
management and legal requirements.

results:  The ISO certification greatly contributed to the strengthening 
of McDonald’s leadership position in this critical area. Certification also 
led to a significant increase of trust among key stakeholders, as it is the 
only restaurant chain in Poland to have received the ISO 14001 certificate 
for its entire system.
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sign for the rainforest

Katie Saunders
Environment Manager, McDonald’s UK

opportunity: McDonald’s UK tries to motivate its staff members to 
act not just for their own benefit and the company’s benefit, but for the 
benefit of the world.

solution: McDonald’s UK encouraged its employees to help the 
company support the Prince’s Rainforest Trust and to sign a petition 
urging world leaders to act against tropical deforestation. Steve 
Easterbrook, Managing Director McDonald’s UK, is playing a key role 
representing the company on Prince Charles’ committee. Through 
employees’ communications and competitions, an interactive web page 
and tray liners, the company is building awareness for the project among 
employees, committee members and consumers.

results: Staff members loved being involved in this meaningful and 
much talked-about project. Aiming for 75,000 employee signatures, 
McDonald’s furthered the cause by encouraging everyone to get involved. 
Other European markets also decided to support and publicize the 
initiative among their staff, including McDonald’s France and  
McDonald’s Germany.

lights out in support of the environment

Amy Lawrence
Corporate Communications Manager, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity: In line with McDonald’s Australia’s commitment  
to environmental responsibility, the company seeks creative ways 
to partner with both employees and consumers to engage in energy-
efficient practices.

solution: McDonald’s Australia has been a supporter of World 
Wildlife Fund’s Earth Hour since its inception in 2007. In the first year, 
the company’s Sydney restaurants participated in the event. In 2008, 
restaurants across Australia switched off their Golden Arches in support 
of what has grown to be a truly national and even international event.

results:  In 2009, McDonald’s Australia ramped up its efforts to create 
awareness of Earth Hour among employees and consumers through 
a variety of channels, including in-restaurant trayliners and other 
print communications. While largely a symbolic event, the company’s 
continuing participation in Earth Hour is a clear and positive symbol  
of its commitment to the environment and to partnering with 
environmental organizations.
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creating a happier world with ja ja mundo 
in latin america

Flávia Vigio
Communications VP, McDonald’s Latin America

opportunity: Ja Ja World (or “Happy World”) is a program that focuses 
on enhancing the in-store experience for families and building deeper 
and longer-lasting emotional connections with our customers. Activities 
involve Ronald McDonald appearances and educational programs for 
children on a variety of children’s well-being topics that encourage 
creativity and imagination.

solution: One of the main themes for Ja Ja Mundo in 2009 was Ecology 
and Environment. The activities in the Latin American restaurants 
encouraged children to participate in Mission Planet, with tips on how 
to conserve the environment. The children engaged in creative activities 
such as drawing, face painting and magic and played educational games 
related to ecology and environment preservation.

results: Through these activities, Arcos Dorados was able to raise  
the environmental awareness of children and their families and build  
a long-term connection with customers through a shared commitment  
to sustainability. 

from target to role model

Rolf Huwyler
Environment Manager, McDonald’s Switzerland

opportunity: McDonald’s Switzerland discovered early the many 
benefits of sharing knowledge with its stakeholders. The sophisticated 
reporting system it designed ensures continuous improvement and flow 
of information.

solution: In 2008, McDonald’s Switzerland published its first combined 
Environment and CSR report. Previously, the company kept its external 
and internal stakeholders informed by publishing an environmental 
report every two years. The Swiss reports are developed using a 
large database and are validated by independent external auditors. 
The backbone of their report is data collected by McGreen, the ISO 
14001-based environmental management system. It provides key figures 
and measurable targets. McDonald’s Switzerland monitors environmental 
governance through multiple institutions, such as the Environment Action 
Team, which is responsible for setting environmental policy, defining 
the strategy and reviewing targets, and the McGreen Team, which is 
responsible for implementation, training and auditing.

results:  The reporting system offers many benefits. For instance, 
notable cost savings in energy and waste-management were achieved 
plus the system ensures continuous improvements and compliance 
with environmental laws. Reporting led to well-informed influential 
stakeholders and focused specific attention on critical stakeholder 
issues. Moreover, the reporting system helped McDonald’s Switzerland  
improve its image and cease being the target of negative media coverage. 
It also proved to be an excellent internal management tool by supporting 
communications with restaurant managers, franchisees and suppliers.

“Back in the 1980s and 1990s, McDonald’s Switzerland was a preferred target for  
negative media coverage relating to the environment. Our response was to shift 
from a reactive to a proactive sustainability strategy, to confront the issues 
and, finally, to publish our achievements regularly in environmental reports. 
The key was to set up a strong database to communicate about real data, to 
set measurable targets and to become accountable. This helped us engage 
with relevant national stakeholders. And it helped franchisees and restaurant 
managers dialogue with their local stakeholders.”

rolf huwyler 
environmental manager 
mcdonald’s switzerland
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“ponte verde” (get green) ecological  
campaign in venezuela

Rolando Chávez
Communications Manager, McDonald’s Venezuela

opportunity:  Arcos Dorados, McDonald’s developmental licensee in 
Latin America, was striving to further promote paper recycling and 
reductions in water consumption in its Venezuelan facilities.

solution: The “Ponte Verde” (Get Green) ecological campaign kicked off 
with a contest where employees had to answer the following question in 
a creative fashion:

What else can you save, aside from money?

A collection box showcasing the questions was placed in the staff’s 
work stations as a teaser. All submitted answers were then posted and 
voted upon. The winning campaign was a proposal for placing recycling 
containers in strategic places within the office and posters promoting 
water conservation in the restrooms.

results:  The project helped preserve 7.6 tons of cardboard –  
equivalent to 114 trees - 60,231 and gallons of water.Currently, seven 
restaurants in Venezuela are participating in the program. Moving 
forward, more restaurants will be added until all 135 restaurants  
in Venezuela are included.

“The company is aware of the energy situation in 
Venezuela and expects to provide energy savings. Ponte 
Verde is part of a series of initiatives on the care and 
preservation of environment and natural resources, 
such as are the cardboard recycling in the restaurants 
and the savings on paper and water in its corporate 
offices.”

aurelio galvez 
director 
mcdonald’s venezuela

click on environment

Sophie Bouche
Environment Coordinator, McDonald’s France

opportunity:  McDonald’s France looked for a way to easily and 
extensively feature the company’s environmental policy and activities 
online in order to highlight the environment as one of their key priorities.

solution:  In 2008, McDonald’s France relaunched the company’s website 
(http://www.mcdonalds.fr/). Now, the environment section is directly 
accessible from the main menu. The section’s extensive content is 
user-friendly and divided into clearly arranged categories. Some parts 
are new, such as the blog with news from Environment and Sustainable 
Development Director Delphine Smagghe or the animated “map of 
initiatives” giving an overview of the company’s environmental activities. 
Users visiting other sections such as “Find a restaurant” or “Our products” 
are invited to access environmental information via a dedicated logo.

results:  A survey will be carried out to assess the quality and number of 
hits the website is receiving.
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recycle monster comes to life

Petra Dahlman
CSR & Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s Sweden

opportunity: To awaken or further children’s interest in  
environmental issues.

solution: McDonald’s Sweden’s Recycle Monster competition within the 
Happy Meal program promised to make a child’s dream come true. To win 
a visit to the DreamWorks Studio in Los Angeles, children had to draw or 
sketch a Recycle Monster doing good work for the environment.

results: Children responded in great numbers. The media covered the 
story of the 7-year-old winner, whose Recycle Monster came to life in the 
L.A. studio.

earth hour at mcdonald’s in walmart

Ross Oakland
Operations Manager, McDonald’s USA

Lori Miller
Director U.S. Stakeholder Engagement, McDonald’s USA

opportunity:  Encourage energy conservation among McDonald’s 
customers and crew members and demonstrate McDonald’s long-
standing commitment to energy efficiency and environmental concerns.

solution: As part of Walmart’s Earth Month, McDonald’s in Walmart 
restaurants executed an Earth Hour initiative to reduce energy use and 
improve energy efficiency. Beginning on March 27, timed with the World 
Wildlife Federation’s national Earth Hour, McDonald’s restaurants turned 
off one or more pre-selected electrical item(s) for one hour each week 
during Earth Month. In addition, crew members were invited to take  
a voluntary pledge to reduce energy use in their everyday lives.

results:  Proving that small, simple changes can make a big impact, 
McDonald’s in Walmart restaurants turned off various electrical items 
to reduce energy usage. Results are still being tabulated but effort 
could result in a combined total of approximately 4,000 hours of energy 
savings during Earth Month.

happy meal and happy animals

Else Krueck
Director Environment & Corporate Social Responsibility, McDonald’s Europe

opportunity: Kids love to play. They are eager to learn and, as research 
shows, they are increasingly concerned about the environment. 
McDonald’s Europe wanted to launch a Happy Meal program that would 
help our youngest customers learn about the environment and contribute 
to its protection. 

solution: In partnership with Conservation International (CI), 
McDonald’s Europe developed a Happy Meal focusing on environmental 
protection. The program features eight selected animals designed to 
build awareness of endangered species and encourage kids to contribute 
to the protection of the environment. The programe includes toys, 
activity kits and a dedicated website (www.fragileplanet.eu). As part 
of the program, McDonald’s Europe made a 1 million Euro contribution 
toward CI’s efforts to secure long-term protection of vital habitats  
in critically important tropical forest areas. 

results:  The Endangered Animals Happy Meal proved to be a good 
opportunity to underline McDonald’s own environmental commitment 
and demonstrate what we mean by going “from doing less harm to doing 
more good” in our efforts. With the program we continued our nearly 20-year 

partnership with CI, a partnership that is extensively featured on the NGO’s 

homepage (www.conservation.org). 

new
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creating a gold standard for green design

John Rockwell
Sustainability Manager, McDonald’s USA

opportunity: McDonald’s USA is committed to reducing impact through 
integrated sustainable design practice. We continue to educate ourselves 
on energy and water efficiencies while being sensitive to material 
selections and waste within our new and existing restaurants. These 
elements can have a positive benefit to the environment, enhance our 
corporate image as an industry leader, resonate with our customers and 
restaurant staff, provide measurable returns, and integrate well into our 
restaurant system and operations.

solution:  McDonald’s USA has participated in the LEED for Retail 
pilot program. LEED (Leadership for Energy and Environmental Design) 
is a rating system for green buildings developed by the U.S. Green 
Building Council. As part of this process, we have included our national 
development supply chain vendors to build common goals around 
reducing our impact. In addition to LEED restaurants, we have focused 
on best practices within our prototypical buildings that have measurable 
results, and we continue to educate our managers and staff on our energy 
and sustainability efforts.

results: McDonald’s USA received LEED Gold certification for 
its corporate Chicago, Illinois, restaurant in 2008 and LEED Gold 
certification for its franchised Cary, North Carolina, restaurant in 2009. 
We anticipate a third LEED certification for a franchised Riverside, 
California, project in 2010-2011.

Although we consider all the LEED projects a great success, we realized 
increased soft costs that have pushed us towards more economical 
solutions that meet the objective of reducing impact. With LEED, we are 
building an economical template that makes LEED scalable, economical 
and meets upcoming future regulation. We have qualified two of our 
national décor suppliers to produce sustainable decors that meet 
all strategies within LEED. We have transcribed our learnings to our 
prototype buildings, which have resulted in 9 percent reduced energy 
consumption by using elements such as LED signage and building energy 
management systems. Water consumption decreased 14 percent as a 
result of low-flow plumbing fixtures and spray nozzles in our prototypes 
as well. In addition, we are extending these practices into our Major 
Remodel Program strategy over the next five years to further reduce the 
impacts of many of our existing restaurants. The U.S. Restaurant Design 
team now has 19 LEED-accredited professionals on staff, paving the way 
to further capitalize on future opportunities of sustainable design and 
development. 

greening the restaurants
Why waste energy and drinking water? Why spend money that could be saved by increasing 
the efficiency of restaurant buildings? There are many ways to improve on both financial and 
environmental performance and we are learning by doing.

"U.S. Restaurant Design is interested 
in understanding sustainable design 
practices through integrated use of 
energy- and water-efficient building 
systems and equipment, sensitive 
material selections and waste 
management. Our LEED projects have 
given us the opportunity to learn 
about alternative building elements 
and practices, remain relevant to our 
customers and have a reduced impact 
on the environment. We continue to 
focus on sustainable building practices, 
the LEED rating system, how best to 
integrate those practices into our 
new and existing restaurants, and the 
pursuit of continued education to keep 
McDonald’s USA well-positioned for 
further sustainability successes."

john rockwell 
u.s. green buildings
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top ideas under one roof

Stephen Douglas
Director Pilots and Implementation ERDDS, McDonald’s Europe

opportunity: Restaurant buildings offer potential for improvement.  
It is our goal to achieve this and leverage the ensuing benefits.

solution: McDonald’s restaurants in many European countries are 
creative when it comes to reducing their buildings’ environmental impact. 
Based on the different measures taken we have worked to identify 
the most successful ones in order to share them and to drive more 
environmentally efficient remodelling across our European system. We 
validated data from various European restaurants in order to develop 
European Green Buildings Guidelines that feature key measures to 
increase a building’s efficiency while reducing costs. The Green Building 
Guidelines comprise three standards: minimum (Silver), recommended 
(Gold) and aspirational measures (Platinum).

results:  Throughout Europe, we see a wide range of activities, including 
the installation of solar panels, windmills and heat recovery systems. 
The use of recyclable building materials and odor filters has also 
become widespread. One highlight is Green City, the McDonald’s UK 
Environmental Sustainability Initiative in Sheffield, where 11 restaurants 
send their waste to an energy-recovery facility and test environmentally 
friendly technologies. The Green Zone in Umea, Sweden, a building 
project developed to conserve natural resources without compromising 
function or comfort, is also notable. In Umea, customers find an eco-
designed roadside area providing car service facilities with a food store 
and a McDonald’s restaurant.

arcos dorados first leed® certified  
restaurant – brazil

Dorival Oliveira
Engineering Director, McDonald’s Brazil

opportunity: The first Latin American green restaurant opened in Brazil 
in late 2008, followed the principles of environmental sustainability 
and the guidelines of the U.S. Green Building Council. The design and 
construction maximized the use of the latest technological innovations 
to minimize environmental impacts, especially in the areas of pollution 
prevention, waste management ,water and energy conservation.

solution: Some of the main sustainable solutions in this restaurant include:

• Toilets use rainwater and are fitted with a dual flush system. As a 
result, the amount of water needed to flush liquid waste has been cut  
in half, reducing consumption from 6 liters to 3 liters per flush.

• The restaurant has a rainwater storage tank to help with irrigation.

• The drive-thru lane posts are lit by photovoltaic-generated power, 
while solar energy is captured for heating water, both in this restaurant 
and in 14 other McDonald’s restaurants.t

• Intelligent air conditioning, which requires 25 percent lower thermal 
load than normal refrigeration.

results: In December 2009, this restaurant, located on the coastal resort 
of Bertioga in the state of Sao Paulo, celebrated its first anniversary. 
During the anniversary celebration, we announced that the restaurant has 
been awarded the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED®) for New Construction certification

In its first year of operation, the restaurant reported savings of 50 
percent in the use of water and 14 percent in electricity. 

“The achievement of this certification 
shows that the architectural  
solutions implemented in the 
restaurant are environmentally 
sustainable and reinforces the 
company’s historical commitment  
to environmental preservation.”

dorival oliveira  
engineering director, mcdonald’s brazil

“What we see across Europe is a strong 
will to improve the environmental 
performance of our restaurants. The 
remodelling of around 800 restaurants 
in 2009 affords us a fantastic 
opportunity to do so. The impact that 
our construction teams can have on 
our environmental credentials cannot 
be underestimated.”

stephen douglas  
director pilots & implementation, erdds 
mcdonald’s europe

new
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simple, safe and sustainable  
cleaning supplies

Steffen Kuhnen
International Accounts Director, Diversey

opportunity: Diversey supplies more than 5,000 tons of cleaning 
supplies to the McDonald’s System. The idea behind the Triple S - Simple, 
Safe, Sustainable project was to reduce the impact of cleaning chemicals 
by concentrating the product itself, using less plastic and cardboard 
packaging, while enhancing user safety and simplicity through a full 
lockout system for product containers and bottle filling.

solution: Diversey worked to concentrate actual product chemicals 
for six main products. Within these products, concentration levels vary 
between double and quadruple compared to the previous concentration 
levels. Packaging was converted into Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) 
pouches, all having a physical lockout to avoid product confusion in the 
dispensers. Diversey also designed new dispensers, allowing the current 
cleaning solution packaging to be removed from the restaurant floor. A 
bottle lockout system was introduced for when cleaning solutions must 
be dispensed into bottles. This prevents cleaning solutions from being 
added to the wrong bottles.

results: Anticipated results in the McDonald’s System after a full 
rollout are impressive:

• 1,923 tons of product not being transported: 325 tons of CO2 emmision 
reduced from packaging and inbound transport

• 92 tons of plastic packaging saved

• 123 tons of cardboard packaging saved

mcdonald’s first green restaurant in  
central america – costa rica

Felix Ramirez
Communications Director, McDonald’s North Latin America Division

opportunity: After the opening of the first environmentally friendly 
restaurant in Latin America – in Bertioga, Sao Paulo, Brazil in December 
2008 – Arcos Dorados (McDonald’s developmental licensee in Latin 
America) inaugurated its second green restaurant in Lindora, Costa 
Rica in 2009. The restaurant’s design and construction used ecological 
materials from renewable sources, in line with the guidelines of the  
U.S Green Building Council, a nonprofit organization that promotes  
the growth of sustainable building and construction. 

solution: The new restaurant offers important environmental benefits. 
Sustainable design and construction elements will save 40 percent in 
drinking water consumption and 30 percent in energy use. Recycled 
materials were used in the restaurant’s lobby and dining areas and 
rain water is collected and re-used for irrigation purposes. In addition, 
restaurant crew members are trained to communicate with customers 
about the green features of the restaurant to build awareness of 
McDonald’s efforts and commitment on the environment. 

results: Many of the building’s features were adapted to Leadership  
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) requirements, such as: 

• A green roof to decrease the restaurants’ internal temperature

• A tank to capture and recycle rain water so it can be reused for cleaning 
and irrigation purposes

• Polarized window film to reduce the amount of sun-generated heat  
in the building

• Fluorescent lamps that reduce energy consumption

• An intelligent computer system to manage air conditioning, electricity 
and overall kitchen functions.

“We know that commitment to sustainable development represents a balance of actions that 
have to be financially feasible, socially responsible and environmentally sustainable. With our 
second green restaurant, we continue to reaffirm Arcos Dorados’ and McDonald’s worldwide 
commitment to the environment.”

sebastián magnasco 
corporate development vp 
arcos dorados

new new
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reducing our footprint with better lighting

Hiroaki Okano
Director Of Corporate Social Responsibility, McDonald’s Japan

opportunity: Simple changes can have big benefits. McDonald’s Japan 
was striving to reduce CO2 emissions, build awareness of the company’s 
environmental efforts and be considered as a “business model company” 
by the Ministry of the Environment. 

solution: LED lighting was installed in 33 restaurants in 2009 and 
McDonald’s Japan worked with the Japanese government to issue a joint 
press release, which received strong media attention. Based on the 
demonstrated environmental and cost benefits, the decision has been 
made to install LED lighting in all new McDonald’s restaurants, and  
a review is underway to determine if LED lighting should be standard  
for all McDonald’s Japan restaurants.

results: Electricity consumption in the dining areas of participating 
restaurants was reduced, on average, by 44 percent, resulting in average 
savings of $9,400 per year. CO2 emissions were reduced by 18 tons 
annually per restaurant, and McDonald’s Japan was selected by the 
Ministry of the Environment as an “energy saving lighting design business 
model” company.

its cool to be green

Pascal Bataille
Equipment Director, McDonald’s Europe

opportunity:  As early as 1987, McDonald’s phased out the potent 
greenhouse gas CFC in its packaging. More than a decade later, our 
promotion of HFC-free refrigeration technology makes us once again  
an innovative leader in our industry.

solution: In 2003, McDonald’s opened its first HFC-free restaurant. 
The demand for HFC-free equipment and our test restaurant in Vejle/
Denmark challenged suppliers to find acceptable alternatives to 
conventional refrigeration technology. The restaurant is equipped with 
appliances operating on natural refrigerants such as Propane, Isobutene, 
and CO2. All HFC gases harming the ozone layer and contributing to 
climate change have been eliminated.

results: Compared with restaurants equipped with conventional 
technology, the pilot restaurant consumes about 12 percent less energy 
and its Total Equivalent Warming Impact  is on average 27 percent lower. 
Emissions are reduced by 25 tons of CO2 equivalents per year. We opened 
a second HFC-free restaurant in Denmark in October 2008.

no more water down the drain

Rolf Huwyler
Environmental Manager, McDonald’s Switzerland

opportunity:  In most areas of Europe, we are lucky to have plenty  
of drinking water. But it is one of the world’s most precious resources  
and McDonald’s Switzerland finds this a good reason not to waste it.

solution:  McDonald’s Switzerland installed Urimat dry urinals in all its 
restaurants. With its special siphon and large-scale float, this system 
neutralizes all odors and is eco-friendly.

results: The Urimat dry urinals help McDonald’s Switzerland save about 
28 million liters of water each year. This corresponds to about 10 percent 
of our total fresh water requirement and a corresponding cost savings.

new
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mcdonald’s canada’s first  
green restaurant

Claude Massicotte
Regional Construction Manager, McDonald’s Canada

Sylvain Godard
National Director Construction & Design, McDonald’s Canada

opportunity:  Like many other markets within the McDonald’s System, 
McDonald’s Canada is exploring the potential environmental and 
economic advantages of sustainable restaurant design and features.

solution:  In December 2008, the first Canadian McDonald’s restaurant 
built to LEED specifications was completed in Beauport, Quebec by 
owner/operator Guy Dionne in partnership with the Canadian Green 
Building Council. Everything about the design and construction of this 
restaurant is aligned with our goal of making it an example of respect  
for the environment.

results: The restaurant features many innovative sustainable design 
features, including:

• A solar back wall that allows us to recover the sun’s heat and reduce 
our energy consumption

• Low-flow plumbing fixtures that enable reductions in water 
consumption by almost 40 percent

• Nearly 100 percent of the wood used during construction meets the 
highest environmental criteria of the Forest Stewardship Council

• Bicycle storage and changing rooms/showers for employees and two 
reserved parking spots for hybrid vehicles

• Access to natural light and energy-efficient lighting, heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning systems reduces energy consumption 
and improves comfort inside the restaurant

• 89 percent of the construction waste was recycled or reused, instead 
of being sent to a landfill.

water conservation in australia

Tally Oteiwi
National Projects Manager, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity: While McDonald’s Australia has implemented a number 
of green building initiatives, one area of current focus is water retention 
and landscaping policies at the restaurants. These actions address the 
company’s environmental concerns, as well as impacts related to the 
drought that has affected most of the country.

solution:  Some water-conservation technologies in use at McDonald’s 
Australia restaurant includeg low-flow spray nozzles, dual-flush toilets 
and extensive native landscaping and water conservation improvements 
through smart irrigation practices. These landscaping guidelines were 
recently updated to include:

• A stronger environmental focus reflecting current community attitude

• More detailed site planning and water-sensitive urban design

• More options for restaurant refurbishment

results: The revised design guidelines educate contractors and field 
personnel on issues such as water conservation, the use of native 
and drought-resistant plantings and advanced stormwater retention 
methods. The guidelines also seek to reduce irrigation and maintenance 
costs and build awareness of our commitment to addressing the 
drought conditions and broader environmental impacts in Australia 
among the public. Rainwater tanks became part of standard restaurant 
specifications in 2010, and McDonald’s Australia landscaping guidelines 
require water tanks to be visible to the public (to communicate our 
awareness and action on water conservation) and be large enough to 
store four weeks of irrigation water. New water tank signage has been 
unveiled to highlight the new restaurant tanks.
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all in one

Sophie Boucher
Environment Coordinator, McDonald’s France

opportunity:  The McDonald’s restaurant in Plaisance-du-Touch is the 
embodiment of the company’s vision for the environment and an indicator 
of its approach toward eco-efficient restaurant building.

solution: McDonald’s France built a restaurant that is eco-designed in 
every aspect, from landscaping to interior design. In Plaisance-du-Touch, 
all eco-technologies tested and approved by McDonald’s France can be 
found in a single restaurant.

results: The restaurant is equipped with geothermal technology, 
photovoltaic panels, energy-efficient lighting and dry urinals, to name 
just a few of the many energy-efficient devices installed. The colors, 
materials and illustrations chosen for interior decoration carry the 
environmental theme to encourage customers to adopt environmental 
good practices. During the building process care was taken to reduce 
waste and emissions. Eco-friendly construction materials were used, 
including tepid coated material, clinker, certified wood and glazing 
with reinforced heat insulation. The restaurant is McDonald’s France’s 
response to the government’s ‘Grenelle de l’environnement’-policy aiming 
to reduce energy consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases.

sun, rain and wind

Birgit Hoefler-Schwarz
Environment Specialist, McDonald’s Germany

opportunity: To test energy-efficient, innovative technologies  
and alternative energy sources under regular working conditions.

solution: In April 2009, McDonald’s Germany opened a unique 
Energy Efficient Technology restaurant in Achim near Bremen. The 
EE-Tec restaurant is the result of a two year working process involving 
McDonald’s, market leaders of the industry, the University of Applied 
Science Biberach and the Öko-Institut Freiburg. Their objective was 
to design a restaurant that looks and operates like any conventional 
restaurant, but consumes up to 30 percent less energy by using highly 
efficient technologies linked with renewable energy sources. Special 
features include: Windmill, photovoltaic panels, solar-thermal plant, 
geothermal energy, adiabatic cooling, highly efficient heat recovery,  
LED lighting, carbon dioxide sensor and rainwater recovery.

results: The technology is being systematically tested to provide 
further recommendations for the remodelling of existing and the 
construction of new restaurants.
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greening the workplace
It’s not all about what happens in our restaurants. Engaging our employees on the environment and 
making our offices more efficient and environmentally friendly makes us a stronger company and a 
stronger brand.

sustainable workplace efforts

Donna Para
Senior. Director, Workplace Solutions, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity:  McDonald’s strives to provide eco-friendly workplaces 
that are aligned with the company’s sustainability goals and demonstrate 
environmental stewardship in the workplace. Greener office facilities 
lead to reduced resource and landfill waste, save on building operating 
costs and enhance employee pride and satisfaction.

solution: During 2009, we implemented a comprehensive sustainability 
program at the home office. This program consisted of 11 specific work 
threads and included employee engagement initiatives, implementing 
a Sustainability Scorecard, LEED gap assessments for our Hamburger 
University (HU) and U.S Headquarters Plaza building, a Green Lease 
toolkit and Green Lease language that will be incorporated into future 
leases. We also conducted baseline sustainability assessments of 
25 field offices during 2009 to identify opportunities to improve the 
sustainability performance of our divisional and regional offices. 

results:  Our ongoing focus on energy conservation resulted in continued 
reductions in electric and gas consumption for the home offices. On 
an annual basis, home office electric consumption was down 8 percent 
in 2009 compared to 2008, and gas consumption was down 9 percent. 
The Corporate Office Building (COB), HU and Plaza all received the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star label in 2009. This was 
the third year in a row for the COB and the first time for HU and the 
Plaza. Based on the encouraging results from the LEED gap assessments, 
we decided to pursue LEED certification for the Plaza and HU. We are 
optimistic we will achieve LEED Gold for both buildings during 2010. In 
addition, our recycling efforts in 2009 resulted in diverting 65 percent of 
home office waste, or approximately 365 tons, from the landfill, helping 
to control disposal costs while benefitting the environment.
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green electronics

Mike Rossi
Technical Acquisition Analyst, IT Sourcing, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity: In an effort to ensure that McDonald’s corporate 
technology assets are recycled properly, a RFP was executed to solicit 
bids for technology recycling suppliers. 

solution: As a result of the RFP, SIMS Recycling was selected for 
McDonald’s recycling services.

results:  They break down McDonald’s end of life technology assets 
and ensure that all of the materials and components are recycled in an 
environmentally friendly manner within EPA regulations.

getting together the sustainable way

Julie Larson
Project Manager, Meetings & Events, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity: More than 13,000 McDonald’s owner/operators, staff and 
suppliers from around the world convene every other year to reflect on 
recent successes and challenges, share best thinking and practices and 
to discuss our vision for the future. Given the significant environmental 
implications of such a large event, a cross-functional team is working to 
efficiently manage the environmental impacts of the 2010 Worldwide 
Convention in a variety of ways. With a focus on continuous improvement 
over the 2008 convention, the motto is “leave no trace,” in an effort to 
further reduce our environmental impact.

solution:  The green convention team was formed in 2007 to factor the 
environment into the multiple phases of planning and execution for a 
convention this size. Efforts for the 2010 convention include:

• Energy conservation – Managing lighting and HVAC schedules

• Environmentally friendly resource selection for booths, signage  
and other convention materials

• Recycling used materials such as PVC, aluminum, plexi-glas, wood  
and corrugated paper

• Community enrichment efforts, including a soap reclamation/
sanitization for local charities and the donation of all usable goods 
after the convention

• Attendee awareness and participation, such as the use of “mingle 
sticks” to reduce the amount of paper used and recycling of bottles, 
cans and plastic materials

• All convention hotels are completing environmental scorecards 
detailing their green initiatives and recycling their soap through  
Clean the World or via the Rosen Foundation

results:  The 2010 Worldwide Convention is on track to surpass the 
last convention on the green front. The 2008 McDonald’s Worldwide 
Convention was our first environmentally friendly convention in 
McDonald’s history and we plan on beating our results in 2010. In 2008, 
nearly 70 percent of the waste removed from the convention site was 
diverted from landfill due to recycling and other efforts, equating to 
approximately 244 tons of trash that were kept out of a Florida landfill. In 
addition, bottled water consumption was reduced by 25 percent. All these 
accomplishments were achieved at no additional cost to the company.

In 2008, we also gave $6,000 to help local homeowners receive rebate for 
the purchase and installation of solar water heaters. Over the life of the 
water heaters, they will offset the carbon we generated at the convention 
center times three.

new
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driving an upward trend in  
employee engagement

Cindy Fitzgerald
Manager, Workplace Solutions, McDonald’s Corporate

Nina Choksi
Business Analyst, ITE Corporate & HR Services, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity:  We know that continuing to engage our employees in our 
green initiatives is vital to sustaining more mindful workplace habits.  
We continue to build on our momentum from previous years. 

solution: McDonald’s home office now has an official Green Team 
Steering Committee comprised of members from 14 U.S. and corporate 
departments. They represent a wealth of passion and change leadership, 
and are responsible for championing environmental initiatives throughout 
home office. We’ve evolved from simply holding yearly green events to 
bringing our commitment to sustainability to life. In 2010, each month 
will feature one or two green events, and our “Green Ambassadors” will 
be reaching throughout the year to build knowledge. In addition, a new 
employee orientation video was created to encourage new employees  
to make green working habits part of their daily work routines.

results: During Green Month 2009, 41 events were held at our home 
office. Ten field offices also participated. Recycling and donation 
events yielded approximately 12,000 pounds of personal electronics, 
2,925 gallons of personal shredding, and numerous boxes of shoes, 
clothing and food. Our own families got into the act when we went into 
our communities to help out at local farms, parks and Ronald McDonald 
Houses. The McDonald’s Green & Growing corporate website had more 
than 7,300 visits in 2009 and has become a vehicle for educating visitors 
and promoting our green efforts. Our annual workplace survey showed 
that nearly 40 percent of home office employees attended a green event 
in 2009, and 70 percent were satisfied or very satisfied with our green 
efforts at home office.

green office

Juhna-Pekka Vieno
Quality Assurance & Environment Consultant, McDonald’s Finland

opportunity:  Our head offices and administration contribute about 2 
percent to our overall carbon footprint. This may seem a small amount, 
but is not to be neglected.

solution: McDonald’s Finland is taking part in WWF’s Green Office 
program. To get certified by WWF, participating offices can choose their 
own areas of action. McDonald’s Finland, for instance, decided to reduce 
fuel consumption, paper consumption and electricity consumption by 
taking steps such as introducing eco-drive training, using energy-saving 
deep-sleep timers on printers and copying machines and purchasing 
certified eco-labelled paper products.

results: McDonald’s Finland got certified to the WWF standard in 
December 2008.

new new
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sustainable food
Working with our suppliers to proactively manage supply chain sustainability impacts in a positive way, 
we can be a sustainability leader. By facilitating realistic solutions to complicated issues, we can improve 
brand trust among consumers and other public stakeholders, and we can support assured supply for the 
McDonald’s System.

coffee with no bitter taste

Keith Kenny
Senior Director, Supply Chain, McDonald’s Europe

Tracey Jenkins
Purchasing Manager, Australia / New Zealand, McDonald’s Australia

opportunity:  Globally, McDonald’s serves millions of cups of coffee 
a day. We want to meet this demand in a sustainable way without 
compromising on taste, quality or safety. Consumer preferences for 
coffee vary from market to market, so the approaches used to ensure 
sustainable coffee supplies differ. However, our standard approach is 
to work with our suppliers to address sustainability impacts and other 
considerations.

solution: As for all products, we work in partnership with our coffee 
suppliers to address sustainability impacts, and we promote credible 
certification of sustainable practices in our supply chain. For example, 
in January 2007, McDonald’s UK became the first major retailer in 
the United Kingdom to source 100 percent of its coffee beans from 
Rainforest Alliance-certified farms. Only farms that meet specific 
standards balancing all aspects of production--including protecting the 
environment, workers’ rights and welfare and the interest of coffee-
growing communities--are certified. The coffee comes from Kenco, 
owned by Kraft Foods, and uses a high-quality Arabica bean. All our 
restaurants throughout Europe now serve premium, freshly ground 
coffee from certified sustainable sources (e.g. Rainforest Alliance, 
Utz Certified-Good Inside) in their restaurants. In addition, McDonald’s 
Australia and New Zealand moved their entire hot coffee supply to 
Rainforest Alliance-certified sources between May 2008 and May 2009.

results: High quality, sustainable-certified coffee is now available to 
McDonald’s customers thoughout Europe, without the premium price. 

“With McDonald’s Europe  
sourcing all of its coffee beans  
from certified farms, sustainably 
grown coffee takes a giant leap 
forward. This new and growing market 
will directly benefit thousands of 
farmers and farm workers while 
protecting the environment. Working 
with companies like McDonald’s is  
also important because as a business 
leader, the company’s commitment may 
encourage others to follow suit and 
source sustainably grown products.”

chris wille  
chief of sustainable agriculture  
rainforest alliance
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keeping score with the  
environmental scorecard

Jessica Droste Yagan
Senior Manager, Sustainable Supply Chain, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity: Work with our suppliers to help them become more  
aware of the resources they are using and drive continuous reduction  
of environmental impacts in the production process.

solution: About six years ago, McDonald’s began working with 
Conservation International and some key suppliers to develop an 
environmental scorecard. The scorecard was completed and put into 
practice in 2005. It drives greater awareness of resource use and impacts 
(energy, water, air emissions and waste), with the goal of continuous 
improvement in these categories.

results:  By the end of 2009, we had achieved our goal of reaching all of 
our bakery, beef, poultry, pork and potato suppliers in our nine largest 
markets. Most of these markets have already introduced the scorecard, 
and initial results suggest that it is driving many positive improvements. 
In Canada, for example:

• All direct suppliers of beef, poultry, potatoes and bakery products 
located in Canada completed the 2008 Environmental Scorecard

• 45 percent showed a decrease in water used per unit of finished 
product between 2007 and 2008

• 64 percent showed a decrease in energy used per unit of finished 
product between 2007 and 2008

• 100 percent showed zero air emissions violations in 2008

• 64 percent showed a decrease in waste production per unit of finished 
product between 2007 and 2008

green light for fisheries

Gary Johnson
Senior Director, Global Supply Chain, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity:  Fish is a key ingredient on the McDonald’s menu. Given the 
increasing economic and environmental pressures threatening fisheries, 
we have both a responsibility and a business interest in doing what we can 
to source this important resource in a sustainable manner.

solution:  In 2001, McDonald’s began working with Conservation 
International to develop Sustainable Fisheries Guidelines to help 
our suppliers monitor the conditions of the fisheries supplying 
the McDonald’s System. The guidelines, currently implemented 
collaboratively with the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership, outline clear, 
measurable criteria that rate currently approved and potential future 
fisheries with the latest scientific information. The rating format, based 
on a stoplight, provides a snapshot of sustainability performance for key 
source fisheries and helps identify those that need improvement. These 
standards are consistent with the Marine Stewardship Council’s (MSC) 
principles of environmentally responsible and sustainable fishing. Our 
Global Fish Board, a mix of McDonald’s supply chain and sustainability 
leaders, including fish purchasing managers from our local markets, 
reviews the ratings, investigates alternatives for stressed species and 
develops recommendations for future species use. 

results:  In 2008, 98 percent of all McDonald’s fish originated from 
fisheries without any unsatisfactory sustainability ratings. Working with 
the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership and our suppliers, McDonald’s is 
supporting the remaining fisheries’ efforts to improve.
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back to the roots

Keith Kenny
Senior Director Supply Chain, McDonald’s Europe

opportunity: To increase our influence along the supply chain back to 
the primary producer, thereby driving progress in sustainable agriculture.

solution:  McDonald’s Europe developed the Agricultural Assurance 
Program (MAAP) in 2001 to improve the quality of the agricultural 
production of the raw materials used in the supply chain, and to drive 
sustainable agricultural practices. McDonald’s Europe also supports 
several other sustainable farming initiatives: The Food Animal Initiative 
(FAI) is a unique project in partnership with Oxford University. It aims 
to address the ethical, environmental and economic challenges of food 
production. McDonald’s Europe also established the Flagship Farm 
project, which profiles farms demonstrating exceptional and progressive 
farming methods for others to follow as beacons of sustainability in our 
supply chain. The good-practice case studies are shared via the Flagship 
farms website at www.flagshipfarms.eu

results:  MAAP has been raising farming standards across Europe 
since 2001. Progress continues as standards evolve and more farms 
are able to meet them. FAI’s programs are widely recognized as being 
at the forefront of 21st century thinking about the food chain.ccain, 
cargill

helping to protect the amazon

Else Krueck
Director Environment & Corporate Social Responsibility, McDonald’s Europe

Flávia Vigio
Corporate Vice President, Communications, McDonald’s Latin America

Bob Langert
Vice President, Corporate Social Responsibility, McDonald’s Corporate

opportunity:  In 2006, Greenpeace International published a report 
indicating that the soy used to feed chickens in our supply chain could be 
contributing to the deforestation of the Amazon Rainforest.

solution: Since establishing our Rainforest Protection Policy in 1989, 
we have had a formal commitment against sourcing beef from recently 
deforested rainforest land. When Greenpeace brought the soya issue to 
our attention, we invited our suppliers, Greenpeace and other concerned 
companies to meet and find a solution. With McDonald’s Brazil and 
McDonald’s Europe leading the way, a collaborative approach that 
focused on shared goals yielded significant results.

results: By late July 2006, all major soya buyers announced their 
commitment to a two-year moratorium on purchasing soya from 
deforested areas in the Amazon region. The moratorium was extended 
again in 2008 and 2009. These extensions continue to support the 
development of a more transparent, independent and enforceable plan 
for monitoring and halting agriculture-related deforestation.

“We have a long history of sustainable land management 
practices, and over the past several years, we have 
continued to positively impact advancements in land 
management. In other product areas outside of beef, 
McDonald’s has supported significant initiatives, such 
as the Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil and through 
our work to develop a Sustainable Land Management 
Commitment (SLMC), our product-specific efforts will 
be extended in our supply chain in a more proactive 
manner. We are currently communicating our SLMC 
internally and with our suppliers, and plan to report 
more details externally in 2010.”

jessica droste yagan, senior manager, sustainable supply chain



always stay connected 
with the latest green  
ideas from mcdonald’s
http://bestpractices.mcdonalds.com
McDonald’s Global Best of Green is available on the web. Updated regularly, it highlights the  leading environmental innovations  
tested and successfully applied in McDonald’s markets around the world.

While you’re there, check out McDonald’s Global Best of Sustainable Supply, a collection of leading best practices from  
across the McDonald’s supply chain.


